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Abstract  
Hotshots are elite wildland firefighters that are used in all capacities from first attack to the most 
hazardous duties during wildland firefighting. The unpredictable nature of the wildfire creates a 
dangerous and physically challenging environment for those attempting to stop its advance. 
Hotshot wildland firefighters must be conditioned to perform the tasks associated with their job 
and to avoid injury. Purpose: The purpose of the current study was to evaluate possible 
assessment tests in an effort to predict job readiness for interagency hotshot crew members. 
Methodology: Thirty-six male and female type 1 hotshot crew members completed 4 physical 
fitness tests in addition to completing the Wildland Firefighter Tasks and Abilities (WFTA) 
questionnaire. Crewmembers completed a pre-screening questionnaire (PARQ) and the WFTA 
questionnaire that assessed their attitude and belief about wildfire job tasks, their ability to 
complete the tasks, and the ability of their colleagues on the crew to complete job tasks 
associated with wildland firefighting. Results: The 6 mile hike with 65lb pack (p<0.01) and the 
push-up test were significantly (p<0.05) correlated with the Eleven predictor variables and the 
three Calculated variables (sum overall ability, upper body, lower body) (table 2).  Furthermore, 
the 4 mile run test was significantly (p<0.05) correlated with all predictor variables and the three 
Calculated variables, except laying hose (p=-0.21), pump work (p=-0.21), and mop-up (p=-0.28) 
(table 2). Secondly, the 6 mile hike with 65lbs and the 4 mile run contributed significantly to 
predicting the overall ability, sum overall ability, upper body, and lower body variables 
suggesting that they are good indicators for job readiness.  
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CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION 
 Wildland fires can be dangerous, unpredictable natural disasters that have the potential to 
cause communities extensive damage and destruction (Hunter, 2003; Schmuck, 2004).  The 
unpredictable nature of the wildfire creates a dangerous and physically challenging environment 
for those attempting to stop its advance. Clearly, wildland firefighters must possess muscular and 
aerobic fitness in order to suppress advancing wildland fire. In addition, wildland firefighters 
must possess muscular and aerobic fitness to minimize fatigue and reduce work related injuries 
that occur while fighting wildland fires. To determine whether personnel are ready for their job 
tasks, agencies around the world have conducted different physical fitness exams in order to 
reduce the chances of individuals experiencing work related injuries. While significant research 
has been conducted observing the physical capacities of wildland firefighters, it is unclear 
whether the physical rating of candidates truly predicts job readiness.  
Historically, the US Forest Service has used a 5-min step test to determine firefighter 
fitness (Sharkey, 1999).  Although the step test clearly identified which candidates were 
aerobically fit to perform work, the test was not specific enough to truly predict which fire 
fighters were physically fit to perform the demands of wildland firefighting. In light of this, and 
legislation changes in the early 1990s (Americans with Disabilities Act, 1990), Sharkey (1981) 
carried out research in the 1980s which suggested that lean body weight and upper body 
muscular strength, in addition to aerobic fitness, are key components to performing fire fighting 
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tasks. These findings have been confirmed in military settings with correlations as high as .80 
(Hodgdon, 1992).  It was Sharkey‟s (1981) research, along with others, that brought about the 
current fit for duty tests that are widely used in evaluating job readiness for wildland firefighters.   
Based off of Sharkey and colleagues‟ continued research through the 1980s and 1990s it 
is clear that both aerobic and muscular fitness are good predictors of job readiness for wildland 
firefighters (Sharkey, 1981). Because of this, Sharkey and others developed the pack hike test 
(PHT) in hopes that it would clearly subject potential wildland firefighters to the aerobic and 
muscular demands of the job. The arduous pack hike test consists of a 4.83 km hike over flat 
terrain with a 20.4-kg load in 45 minutes time or less. While the PHT test seems to be gender 
neutral, valid, and accurately predict muscular and aerobic fitness for wildland firefighters, it is 
unclear still if the single field test accurately predicts wildland firefighters‟ job readiness in a 
variety of areas.  
Problem  
The current arduous pack hike test standard used to evaluate job readiness for type 
Hotshot crews does not properly evaluate the aerobic and muscular fitness needed to perform 
work at the elite level that Hotshots perform. As a result, injury, time loss from work, and 
possibly death are of concern, as is possible selection of those unable to actually meet the 
demands of the job.   
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Purpose of the Study 
 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of the Wildland Firefighter 
Tasks and Abilities questionnaire (WFTA questionnaire) and selected physical fitness tests to 
predict job readiness. To this research group‟s knowledge, the use of a survey to evaluate job 
readiness in combination with physical fitness tests is the first of its kind in wildland fire.  
Research Questions 
 Is there a relationship between how someone is ranked by their crew on the WFTA 
questionnaire and the how well that person scores on the selected physical fitness tests? What is 
the relationship between each physical fitness test and the newly created variables Lower-body, 
Upper-body and Sum-overall ability? Lastly, does high achievement on the new Hotshot 
physical assessment field tests accurately predict personnel readiness to complete job tasks 
associated with wildland firefighting as predicted by the WFTA questionnaire?  
Limitations 
i) Non Random Sample: Participants in this study were volunteers from Region 5 
wildland firefighter type 1 crews that were healthy and capable of completing the 
physical tasks associated with this study. Therefore, it should be noted that this 
study was not meant to be generalizable to a population outside of these 
parameters.  
ii) Testing procedure: Individuals may not have known their fellow crew members 
well enough to accurately evaluate job readiness for each crew member.  
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iii) Instrumentation: There is always some degree of error that takes place while 
measuring participants during data collection. 
Delimitations 
i) Subject Population: The participants were healthy wildland firefighters from type 
1 crews who were capable of completing this study.  
ii) Occupation: Findings associated with this research project can only be 
generalizable to type 1 wildland firefighters. 
Definition of Terms 
 For the purpose of this study the following definitions will apply:  
Aerobic endurance: Synchronized cardiac and pulmonary function that does not lead to fatigue 
or drop in cardiovascular performance. 
Fatigue: A drop in aerobic or muscular endurance that leads to a decline in work output and a 
decline in productivity.  
Firefighter Tasks and Abilities questionnaire (WFTA questionnaire): Internal crew questionnaire 
that obtains descriptive data on the individual completing the questionnaire, that individual‟s 
perception on the level of difficulty of certain wildland firefighting tasks, and his/her perception 
of the crew members‟ ability to complete job-related wildland firefighting tasks.  
Muscular endurance: Coordinated muscular and skeletal movement that allows the individual to 
perform job related muscular tasks repetitively without the presence of fatigue.  
 Wildland firefighter: Any individual that performs physical work in an effort to slow down 
advancing wildland fires.  
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Type 1 hand crew (Hotshot): A specialized group of self-supported wildland firefighters with 
specific qualifications and skills. 
Smokejumpers: Highly trained wildland firefighters that jump out of planes and parachute into 
remote areas to fight fire.  
Work capacity: The ability to accomplish production goals without undue fatigue and without 
becoming a hazard to yourself or your coworkers (Sharkey, 2009) 
Eleven predictor variables: The eleven variables, line digging, mop-up, chain sawing, swamping, 
pump-work, hiking with a pack, brushing, gridding, laying hose, heavy load carry and overall 
ability that make up the Firefighter Tasks and Abilities questionnaire 
Multiple regression: is a statistical approach to demonstrating a relationship between the 
dependent variable and multiple explanatory variables or independent variables (Thomas, 1985) 
Pearson product correlation: Is a measure of relationship between two variables (Thomas, 1985) 
Overall Ability Sum: Is the average of line digging, mop-up, chain sawing, swamping, pump-
work, hiking with a pack, brushing, gridding, laying hose, heavy load carry   
Upper body variable: is the average of the variables line digging, mop-up, brushing and 
swamping. 
Lower body variable: is the average of the variables hiking with a pack and heavy load carry  
Calculated variables: Upper body variable, Lower body variable and overall ability sum 
Eleven predictor variables: Line digging, mop-up, chain sawing, swamping, pump-work, hiking 
with a pack, brushing, gridding, laying hose, heavy load carry and overall ability  
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Summary 
The purpose of this study was to develop a test battery that can accurately predict 
wildland firefighter job readiness. Through the use of the WFTA questionnaire and the selected 
physical fitness tests the Federal Firefighting agencies can more accurately predict recruit 
readiness to fight fire, possibly leading to a decline in job related injuries and job related crises.  
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CHAPTER TWO: 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The natural forest fire 
Wildland fire, in the absence of humans, is a natural re-generator that ends and begins life 
across all ecosystems.  Until the presence of humans, wildland fire typically began with a little 
spark and burned whatever lay in its path until the environment or weather stopped its advance.  
When communities settled near forests and valleys, wildland fires became a concern.  Human 
inhabitants of forest areas brought about the need to protect structures and wilderness areas. 
Moreover, the communities‟ desire to live amongst the forest, recreate, and appreciate wilderness 
areas gave rise to the individual that was employed to protect the forest: the wildland firefighter.  
Historical wildland fires 
To have an understanding of present day type 1 Hotshot wildland firefighters, one must 
have an understanding of the danger that is wildland fire. Through the paragraphs that follow, 
some of United States‟ worst fires on record will be discussed in an effort to portray the need for 
wildland firefighters and how they developed into specific crews with very specific job 
credentials.  
 To date, the most devastating U.S wildland fire took place in Peshtigo, Wisconsin in 
1871. A combination of little snowfall the previous winter and the low summer rivers, that were 
unusable to loggers, created a recipe for disaster. Moreover, the logging and milling industry left 
ample debris as fire starters, which heavily contributed to the ability of Peshtigo to burn (Pernin, 
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1971).  At the time, controlled burning was a thought of the future done only by farmers in 
attempt to clear land for a yield. On October 8, 1871 Peshtigo, a community outside of Green 
Bay, roared with fire as the dry summer‟s kindle ignited, burning over 2,400 square miles and 
killing over a thousand people (Pernin, 1971). Wildland firefighters, at the time, were simply the 
individuals who lived in Peshtigo attempting to save their land, farms and families.  
In the forty years between Peshtigo and the „big blow up‟ of 1910, the U.S Forest Service 
was founded. In 1905, President Roosevelt transferred the first foresters to the jurisdiction of the 
Department of Agriculture beginning a division of foresters who would fight wildland fire. On 
August 20-21, 1910, just five years after President Roosevelt created a position for the wildland 
firefighters, close to three million acres burned in northeast Washington, northern Idaho, and 
western Montana. In two days-time, the fire ran its course killing 87 people, which included 78 
wildland firefighters (Pyne, 2001). Nine thousand men were hired from all over the country in an 
effort to fight this wildland fire with little direction and organization. At the time, political and 
governmental bodies were extremely anti-fire (Pyne, 2001). Controlled burning, as Stephen Pyne 
(1999) puts in his short, Wildlands the Firefight, was “condemned as heresy and superstition, and 
finally, squelched.  The Forest Service not only defeated light burning but doused its California 
torchbearers” (Pyne, 1999, p. 60). It was this culture in the early 1900‟s that contributed to the 
many deaths of wildland firefighters and from that point forward started the rethinking of how to 
appropriately fight fire and save lives at the same time. Unlike the fire of 1871 in Peshtigo, 
wildland firefighters were an organized group of individuals deployed into the raging fire to stop 
its advance. However, still we saw casualties that could possibly have been avoided with some 
better organization and proper knowledge of fire science. It was this experience in 1910, along 
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with others, that prompted the US Forest Service to become more organized and develop 
specialized crews like Hotshots and Smokejumpers.  
It should be clear that a complete manuscript could be written on the wildland fires that 
have claimed firefighter lives in U.S Forest Service history. Because the detail of this history is 
not the main focus of this literature review, one last fire that claimed firefighter lives will be 
discussed to bring together the three fires outlined in this section.  
In 1940 the Forest Service began deployment of Smokejumpers. Smokejumpers are 
highly trained wildland firefighters that jump out of planes and parachute into remote areas to 
fight fire. The Mann Gulch fire, on August 5
th
, 1949 overran 15 Smokejumpers and 1 recreation 
guard in the Helena National Forest killing all but three of the firefighters on the ground at the 
time (Maclean, 1992). Lack of experience and firefighting skill were not the reason these elite 
firefighters perished. Subject to badly sloping hills and strong upslope winds, the fire moved too 
quickly and caught the men as they tried to escape (Rothermel, 1993). As a new group of 
jumpers, they did not fully trust their crew boss and communication and leadership have been 
named as possible explanations for such a devastating accident (Turner, 1999). Wherever the 
blame lay for the tragic happenings of 1949, the truth is this: over the course of wildland 
firefighting history the US Forest Service has learned a great deal. Fire is an unpredictable, 
natural, and sometimes human-caused disaster that has claimed the lives of the very elite, like in 
the Mann Gulch incident, to general hand crews with varying levels of experience, like the fires 
of 1910.  
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The three fires outlined in this section share three things in common. They all created 
mass destruction, they claimed the lives of firefighters and pedestrians, and last but not least, 
they all brought about a different way to think about wildland firefighting. In the case of 
Peshtigo, it was the lack of wildland firefighters that brought about the need for the job. In 1910, 
it was the societal culture, lack of experience, and organization that claimed the lives of 78 
wildland firefighters. And in Mann Gulch, it was the poor knowledge of fire science, lack of 
leadership, and miscommunication that led to 12 Smokejumpers and one fireguard losing their 
lives. The terrible tragedies discussed, along with many others that were not, have shaped the 
way the US Forest Service and other governmental agencies tasked with fire suppression fight 
wildland fire. The US Forest Service has become more organized, leading to categories of 
firefighters like type II crews, type I crews, and smokejumpers. The organization of crews into 
specialized units has allowed for proper deployment of the right kind of firefighter for the job. In 
addition, the US Forest Service is more educated on how to train individuals and prepare them 
physically thanks to work by Brian Sharkey (1981, 1994, 1996, 1999) and others. In the 
following sections, the focus will turn towards the firefighters themselves, outlining and 
clarifying what they do on a daily basis, the activities they perform and the work they are called 
to do. Hopefully, this will clarify why still, with years of experience and evaluation of old 
tragedies, we experience death on the fireline. 
Hotshot History 
In an effort to better understand Interagency Hotshot crews (IHCs) and their role in the 
“grand scheme” of wildland fire suppression, a brief history will be discussed. After the 1935 
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decision by the US Forest Service (USFS) to quickly control all fires, the Forest Service needed 
a cost effective way to control fire in both urban and rural areas. The addition of the 10am policy 
in 1935, put in place by USFS Chief Ferdinand Silcox, ordered firefighters to control a fire by 10 
am the morning after its report, which forced the USFS to act quickly in all types of fire 
situations (Pyne, 1997). In 1939 the agency developed two programs in an effort to carry out the 
1935 10am policy. Implementation of Smokejumpers, who would jump out of planes to stop 
small fires in roadless remote areas, was the first program put in place by the U.S. Forest Service 
(National Interagency Fire center, 1995). The second program consisted of specially trained 
forty-man crews who would deal with small fires that grew into conflagrations (Pyne, 1994). 
Through experiments using a variety of different crews, with different skill level, fitness status 
and experience, Assistant Forest Supervisor L.L Colvill of the Siskiyou National Forest in 
Oregon organized specialized self supported “supermen” crews to create an economically 
efficient, safe and effective firefighting crew (Colvill, 1939). These “supermen” crews laid the 
foundation for the future Hotshot crew protocol and routine we have today.  
 Forty-men “supermen” crews were made up of a junior forester with ten years of fire 
experience to lead the crew. General crewmembers were selected based off of traits such as 
physical prowess, woodsmanship, and self-motivation. Most men, and men only at this point in 
history, were between the ages of twenty-one and forty and were generally unmarried foresters 
from rural upbringings, comfortable with physical labor in the outdoors (Bramwell, n.d.). The 
basis of these crews was such that each man would be able to carry provisions to support himself 
for three days without outside support. Efficiency of the crews, and lack of logistical support cut 
cost of financing the forty-man crew to thirty percent below that of a comparable crew of the 
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Forest Service Firefighters. Thus, the “supermen” crew was born.   
  Due to the draft, and the entry of the Unites States of America into the Second World 
War in 1941, the USFS Civilian Conservation Corps firefighting manpower was significantly 
impacted, placing heavy reliance on the forty-man crews. After the war, the USFS permanently 
lost manpower and the USFS was forced to reduce crews down to the current twenty-man crews 
we have today. The first reported crew of twenty came from the Willamette National Forest, 
where crew members would gather at prearranged points before traveling to fires and were 
subsequently dubbed the “Willamette Flying 20” (Elliott, 1941). The “Flying 20” were 
supervised by one foreman and two squad bosses. 
 The twenty man crews illustrated how training, physical fitness and crew 
organization combined to create a crew that was cost efficient, effective and safe. By 1947, 
twenty man crews began to appear in Southern California which is where the word “Hotshot” 
was first used to describe the crews. The new title was used to describe the effectiveness, 
mobility, and toughness of the crews that would be deployed or “shot” into the hottest parts of 
fire. Through the 1960s Hotshot crews further distinguished themselves through crew gear such 
as hats, t-shirts, or the unique style of the El Cariso (California) Hotshots in the 1960s who 
sported berets (Pyne, 1994). IHC crews experienced further acceptance from the federal fire 
officials in the 1970s as the USFS searched for ways to save money. Fire management officers 
suggested that Hotshot crews produced fifty percent more fireline than regular Forest Service 
crews and used this position statement to further argue Hotshots‟ cost effective position in the 
Forest Service world (Biddinson, 1977). New policy in the 1970s declaring that designated areas 
of national forest wilderness areas were off limits to mechanized fire suppression equipment 
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further legitimized the use of Hotshot crews that required little support from mechanized 
equipment. Furthermore, the increase of individuals living close to or near rural landscapes 
further contributed to the need for Hotshot crews that were able to work around the technical 
challenge of urban areas (Fuller, 1991). By 1982 there were fifty-four Hotshot crews nationwide 
that were fully self-supported, highly trained and cost effective. Currently, there are one hundred 
and twelve interagency Hotshot crews in the United States of America (U.S. Forest Service, 
2012). Their uniqueness and history has established them as some of the most efficient and tough 
wildland firefighting crews in the country and they remain as the first answer to the most 
difficult, dangerous and technically challenging fires our public lands and national forests see.   
 
Wildland fire fighter:  
Mathew Desmond (2006), an adjunct professor at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
describes the wildland fire fighter in his short ethnography: Becoming a firefighter, as an 
individual who‟s, “Summer days are monopolized by the priority of fire, and when a blaze busts, 
firefighters rush off to the scene armed only with hand tools, flame-resistant clothing, hard hats, 
and fire shelters (nick-named „shake and bakes‟) to „dig line‟ in front of a lethal and combustive 
force (p. 388)” that as Johan Goudsblom (1994) brings to light for us, “has no purpose other than 
to destroy”(p.478-488). Desmond‟s perspective on firefighters‟ „lifestyle‟ throughout the 
summer months suggests a great deal about the individuals that end up „digging line‟. Wildland 
firefighters are individuals who seek spontaneity, unpredictable working conditions, hard 
physical labor and, to some degree, enjoy the risks associated with their work (Desmond, 2007). 
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As Desmond (2007) suggests wildland firefighters are individuals that perform physical 
work in an effort to slow down advancing wildland fires. In the ranks of wildland firefighters are 
several different classifications: Engine crews, type 2 crews, type 1 crews, and Smokejumpers. 
Engine crews and type 2 crews are the first type of crews and are often a starting place for first 
time wildland firefighters. Type 1 crews, also referred to as Hotshots and the focus of this 
manuscript, are generally more experienced and trained. Smokejumpers, who as previously 
described, parachute out of planes into remote areas to fight fire are generally very experienced 
and highly fit. For the sake of this discussion, the focus will be on Interagency Hotshot 
crewmembers who are highly elite wildland firefighters.  It is important to understand the 
hotshot crews in relation to other wildland firefighter crews to really understand how specialized 
this group of individuals are.   
In addition to having experience and being highly trained, Hotshot wildland firefighters 
are categorized by specific qualifications they are required to carry. Interagency Hotshots, 
according to the National interagency Hotshot Crew Steering Committee made up of Timothy 
Murphy, Lyle Carlile, William Kaage, Karyn Wood, and Matt Hoggard (2011) are a group of 
individuals that are made up of a Superintendent, assistant superintendent, squad leaders, lead 
crew person(s) and general crew members. The superintendent is considered a permanent 
employee that has considerable amounts of experience to maintain the safety of his/her crew. 
He/she must carry the Task Force Leader (TFLD), Incident Commander Type 4 (ICT4) and 
Firing Boss (FIRB) qualifications on his/her current red card. Assistant superintendents or 
Captains assist the superintendent, and must be qualified to manage the crew in the absence or 
loss of the Superintendent. The assistant superintendent must hold current strike team leader 
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crew (STLC) and ICT4 qualifications on his/her red card. Squad Leaders provide information to 
the crew members. It is the squad leader‟s job to communicate to the superintendent on all 
aspects surrounding crew operations. Squad leaders must carry Advanced firefighter/squad Boss 
(FFT1) and Incident Commander type 5 (ICT5) qualifications on his or her red card. Senior 
firefighters have no described job duties, however, they must possess a FFT1 qualification on 
his/her red card. Crewmembers or general crewmembers „GC‟s have no specific job description 
proposed by the National interagency hotshot crew steering committee, however, they must 
possess as a minimum a FFT2 qualification on their red card. Based off the structure of the 
Interagency Hotshot crews, and the qualifications that these wildland fire fighters carry, it is 
clear that this group of working individuals are a highly specific and well organized group.   
In addition to the qualifications Hotshot firefighters carry on their red card, Hotshots are 
expected to understand and be able to conduct all wildland firefighting tasks. For example, 
crewmembers are expected to be able to use handtools, lift and carry light loads, operate and 
service chainsaws to clear brush, pack heavy loads, hike with light loads, chop wood, use an ax 
for tree felling, stack wood, and shovel dirt (Sharkey, 2009). Adapted from Fitness and Work 
Capacity, Table 1.0 demonstrates specific wildland firefighting tasks, and the energy cost of each 
task (Sharkey, 2009).  
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Wildland Firefighting Tasks 
Energy cost 
kcal/min ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
 
Using a handtool (i.e: digging or 
chopping with a Pulaski combi tool, 
McLeod, or brush hook) 
7.5 22.5 
Lifting and carrying light loads (i.e 
clearing loose brush or trees, 
deploying or repositioning hose, 
throwing dirt with a shovel, firing 
operations, or structure protection) 
6.8 20.0 
Chain sawing (felling,bucking, 
limbing) 6.2 18.0 
Packing heavy loads (pumps, hose 
packs, 5-gallon water bags) 7.5 (flat) 
10.0 (hill) 
22.5 
29.4 
Hiking with light loads (field pack 
and tools) 6.5 19.0 
Performing under adverse 
conditions (long work shifts, heat, 
cold, altitude, smoke) 
6.5-10+ 19-30 
Emergency responses (fast pull-out 
to safety zone, rescue, or evacuation 
assistance to others 
10+ 29.4+ 
Chopping wood 7.5 21.4 
Tree felling (ax) 8.5 25.0 
Stacking wood 5.8 17.0 
Shoveling 6.8 20.0 
Table 1.0 Wildland Firefighting Tasks Adapted, with permission, from S.E Gaskill,2009, Fitness and work 
capacity 2009 edition. (Missoula,MT:USDA Forest service)  
 
It is clear, by the variety of tasks Interagency Hotshot Crews are called upon to do, that 
these individuals are exposed to many different work environments and job tasks. Given the 
unique work environment, the differing job tasks, and long bouts of muscular and aerobic work, 
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exercise physiologists have responded with some very unique research in hopes of reducing the 
chances of work related injuries and death.  
Current research: Exercise physiology and the wildland firefighter 
     Exercise physiology research has been used in a number of different capacities. Some unique 
research that has added to the growing body of knowledge that surrounds wildland firefighters 
was Gaskill, Ruby, Sharkey, Hansen, and Langford (2001) research on fitness, work rates and 
fatigue during arduous wildfire suppression. The group of researchers looked at eleven type 1 
Hotshot crew members for 9 days. Gaskill and colleagues assessed movement via activity 
monitors and submaximal heart rate in the mornings. Participants were categorized by their 
aerobic sustainable fitness (SF) and placed into two groups, low sustainable fitness ( 34.6 ± -3.5 
ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
) and a high sustainable fitness group ( 43.7 ± -3.9 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
) (Gaskill, 2001).  
The researchers observed that the high SF group completed 35% more work than the low fit 
group and 17% more work when corrected for body mass (Gaskill, 2001). 
 
Similarly to the work of Gaskill et al (2001), Brotherhood, Budd , Hendrie, Jeffery, 
Beasley, Costin , Wu Zhein, Baker, Cheney, and Dawson (1997) conducted research where they 
observed significant positive correlations between raking productivity (m
2
 min
-1
) during fire 
suppression and absolute VO2 (L· min
-1
). Brotherhood and colleagues suggested that although 
the higher fit individuals did not select a higher work rate, they were more productive when 
compared to the low fit group. The group also concluded that adverse effects of low aerobic 
fitness would become more apparent during long duration work or during extreme environmental 
or geographical conditions (Brotherhood, 1997).  
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Other notable research in the world of exercise physiology and wildland firefighters was 
conducted by Ruby, Leadbetter, Armstrong and Gaskill in 2003 when the group observed the 
physiological response to carrying load during a simulated escape route evacuation (Ruby et al, 
2003).  Eight males and five females participated in the study. Participants performed two trials, 
one with a pack (35lbs) and one without a pack. In both trials participants carried a fire shelter 
and a Pulaski tool. Escape times were significantly faster during the no pack trial and were 
represented by a 21.5 % and 26.3% faster escape time for males and females respectively (Ruby, 
2003). High correlations between VO2 (L· min
-1
) were observed (r= 0.82 for the pack trial and 
0.87 for the no pack trial) suggesting that individuals who have higher aerobic capacity are able 
to escape to a safety zone more quickly than their less fit crewmembers. The work of Ruby et al. 
shed light on the need for aerobic fitness in wildland firefighters and the potential an aerobic 
fitness test like the pack hike test has on the ability to clarify those fit enough to escape certain 
firefighting like dangers that would possibly be seen in the field.  
However, when Ruby and colleagues (2003) observed relative VO2, hiking speed and 
VO2 were only moderately (r=.52) correlated (Ruby, 2003). These finding suggest that other 
energy systems or possibly muscular strength are contributors to escape transit time (Ruby, 
2003). Other work in the exercise science and work performance world confirms Ruby and 
colleagues‟ (2003) point. 
Sharkey, Rothwell, and Jukkala (1996) observed high correlations between muscular 
strength measures and the performance on the arduous pack hike tests. Sharkey and colleagues 
(1996) observed ten male and ten female volunteers (ages 21-40) performing VO2max tests, the 
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arduous PHT on both hilly (w .23 miles @ +17.5%) and flat terrain, strength exercises, and a 
15min simulated fireline construction test (Sharkey, 1996). Sharkey and colleagues (1996) 
observed strong correlations of strength measures (Pull-ups, r=-0.61 & 0.67; Push-ups r= -0.68, 
0.67) and flat and hill tests respectively between strength measures performance on the PHT test. 
Sharkey and colleague‟s research suggests that aerobic fitness is needed to perform well on the 
PHT, and is supplemented by muscular strength. Wildland firefighters must be aerobically fit 
and muscularly fit to perform the demands of the job.  
The collective work of field researchers from Sharkey (1996), Brotherhood (1997), 
Gaskill (2001), and Ruby (2003), and others, has given birth to the development of this 
manuscript and the focus of this project. This work could not be completed, developed or carried 
out without previous research done in these areas. It is important to remember through the 
development of this project that this work is not attempting to replace any of the previous 
research done by these authors, but, in actuality, to supplement and improve the fitness tests used 
to assess Interagency Hotshot Crews which may be working at higher work capacities then the 
current pack hike test predicts.  
Demands of the job: Work related tasks and time distribution 
  Docherty and colleagues‟ (1992) from the University of Victoria completed a job tasks 
analysis on wildland firefighters in 1991. The research group identified the main tasks associated 
with wildland firefighting as handline construction, mop-up, hosework, and fireline patrol. 
Docherty and colleagues suggested that wildland fire fighters spend 27% of their time 
performing hosework, 19 % of their time constructing line, 20% of their time on fireline patrol 
and 34% of their time on Mop-up. While Docherty and colleagues‟ research is based on wildland 
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firefighters from Australia where terrain and the ambient environment can be much different 
than that of the United States, the research still adds a unique perspective on how fire crews 
spend a majority of their time. It is important to clearly understand what wildland firefighters do 
on the job during a work period to better understand the demands of the job. 
Similarly, in an effort to determine the job demands of wildland firefighters, and to 
develop and validate a job-related work capacity test, Sharkey and colleagues‟ conducted a job 
task analysis in 1999. From Sharkey and colleagues‟ findings in 1999, the authors suggested that 
building fireline with hand tools, performing under adverse conditions, hiking with light loads 
and lifting and carrying light loads were the most important firefighting tasks (Sharkey, 1999). 
Tasks receiving lower priority ratings, primarily because they occurred less frequently, were 
packing heavy loads, emergency responses and chainsawing (Sharkey, 1999). While the work of 
Sharkey et al. yielded different findings than Docherty et al (1992), conclusions may differ from 
job-to-job, and year-to-year based on the conditions and landscape that the firefighters are 
working. However still, the findings suggest that there are a variety of physical work tasks that 
require both muscular and aerobic fitness to maintain productivity and reduce the chance of 
work-related injury.  
In a continued effort to assess wildland firefighter tendencies and time distribution, Budd 
and colleagues from the National Institute of Occupational Health and Safety out of Sydney, 
Australia observed activity distribution, energy expenditure and productivity of men suppressing 
free-running wildland fires with hand tools as a part of Project Aquarius (1997) in order to 
quantify the amount of work wildland firefighters conducted over a typical time period on the 
job. The research group observed six male wildland firefighters suppressing experimental 
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bushfires over three years of fire season while they built fireline. On average, fireline 
construction with rakehoes occupied 63% of the crews time on the fireline (Budd, 1997). 
Firefighters on average built 1.90 m
2
 of fireline per minute of raking and 1.21 m
2
 min
-1
 over the 
whole period of the attack. Budd and colleagues, in the same research project, observed slashers 
spending 42% of their time slashing while chainsaw operators sawed for 18% of the time with 
15-16% of the time spent in operational delays such as chainsaw sharpening or refueling the 
machine (Budd, 1997).  
     While it is important to understand what a wildland firefighter does on a daily basis, it is also 
of great importance to understand what the physiological, aerobic and muscular demands of 
wildland firefighting are in order to evaluate what it would take to perform the demands of the 
job. Ruby and colleagues from the University of Montana, in conjunction with a group of 
scientists from the University of Wisconsin, measured total energy expenditure (TEE) by use of 
doubly labeled water over a five day period in hotshot crews from Montana and Idaho (Ruby, 
2002). The authors observed 17 men and women performing wildland firefighting in Montana, 
California, Florida, Washington and Idaho. By use of doubly labeled water isotope technique, 
Ruby et al estimated TEE was 17.4 ± - 3.7 and 17.5 ± - 6.9 MJ.D
-1
 during days 1-3 and 4-5. The 
authors estimated the energy expenditure from physical activity to be 8.8 ± - 3.0 and 8.9 ± - 6.1 
MJ.D
-1
 during days 1-3 and 4-5 respectively. While the specifics of the doubly labeled water 
technique lay outside the scope of this paper, in short the technique estimates body water turn 
over by use of stable H218O through urine collection.  While the work of Ruby and colleagues 
does not tell us how wildland firefighters should be evaluated, the work is a crucial example that 
wildland firefighters, specifically Hotshot crews, are subject to long duration work that extends 
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over several consecutive days requiring extreme amounts of energy. Clearly, wildland 
firefighters expend considerable amounts of energy over consecutive days, but, what remains 
unclear is if the high energy expenditure is due to primarily aerobic or muscular work.  
WLFF fitness to perform JOB: Aerobic   
 In the same research study evaluating wildland firefighters activity distribution, Budd and 
colleagues estimated total energy expenditure of wildland firefighters. Energy expenditure of all 
fire-suppression activities averaged 516 W, equivalent to a relative workload (RWL) of 45% of 
the crew‟s maximal work capacity. While this observation is limited to a couple different crews 
of a few men, these findings are similar to energy expenditure seen in other strenuous outdoor 
occupations such as cane cutters and lumberjacks.  Spurr, Nieto, and Maksud (1975) observed 
cane cutters, without significant pauses, during work bouts at energy expenditures of 515 W or 
57% of VO2max while Hagen, Vik, Myhr, Psahl, Harms-Ringdahl (1993) observed lumberjacks 
working at 49-53% of VO2max over 68-157min. Collectively, the observed energy expenditure 
of firefighters building fireline and individuals performing manual work, demonstrates that the 
men and women must be aerobically fit to perform the job at hand. In addition these collective 
observations of individuals performing work demonstrates that a heavy percentage of the work 
these individuals perform on a daily basis comes from aerobic fitness. However, what remains 
unclear is whether these individuals must be muscularly fit as well to perform job tasks 
associated with wildland firefighting.  
 Sharkey and Gaskill, as a part of the National Wildfire Coordinating Group, reported 
average energy cost for wildland firefighters performing work related tasks (Sharkey & Gaskill, 
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2009).  According to “Fitness and Work Capacity” it was estimated for a 150lb person hiking 
with a heavy pack to utilize 7.5 kcal/min on flat ground and 10 kcal/min up hill, which translates 
to 22.5 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
and 29.4 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
respectively (Sharkey, 2009). Since firefighters, or 
any day-long workers, cannot sustain greater than 50% of their maximal work capacity over a 
days work, it is clear that an individual performing firefighting related tasks must have a 
VO2maximum of at least 45 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
to even perform work safely. 
 
WLFF fitness to perform JOB: Muscular  
While aerobic fitness is an extremely important measure for predicting job readiness for 
wildland firefighters, muscular fitness is also an important aspect for evaluating job readiness. 
From the same “Fitness and Work Capacity” book written by Sharkey and Gaskill in 2009, the 
authors quantified the use of lifting and carrying light loads and using a handtool for a firefighter 
that weighs 150lbs (Sharkey, 2009). From the authors‟ estimations, it seems that working with 
handtools, such as digging or chopping with a pulaski, an individual that weighs 150lbs would 
burn 7.5kcal/min while they performed muscular work. In addition the same individual lifting 
and carrying light loads would burn 6.8cal/min. From these estimations, it is clear that the 
muscular demands of wildland firefighting is such that individuals performing these tasks must 
possess moderate strength to complete the job task safely. 
Lusa, Louhevaara, Smolander, Kinnenen, Korhonen, and Soukainen (1991) from the 
Department of Physiology and Institute of Occupation Health out of Finland observed firemen 
performing work related movements in an attempt to quantify the muscular demands of 
firefighting (Lusa et al, 1991). Thirteen firefighters participated in this research study.  Six old  
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(47 ± 5) and seven younger firemen (32 ± 2) participated in a rescue-clearing task (lifting a 
power saw from the floor up to the ceiling level) while peak torque and dynamic compressive 
force of the task was estimated at L5/SI disc for both groups. Lusa et als‟ primary concern was 
load difference placed on the lower backs and knees of firefighters of the two different age 
groups. While the authors saw no significant difference in dynamic compressive force at L5/SI 
disc between the two groups they did estimate that static compressive force for five of the 
thirteen subjects was at such a high a level (over 3400 N) that the participants were at increased 
risk for back injury according to the NIOSH (1981) guidelines. While the task is not specific to 
wildland firefighting, it does clearly demonstrate that high amounts of load are placed on 
individuals performing firefighting-like tasks that the body is forced to overcome. If the body is 
unable to overcome the demands placed on it while performing job related tasks injury will 
likely occur and productivity will decline.  
Wildland firefighters injury, illness and fatalities 
 The work demands of wildland firefighting are clear. Individuals that fight wildland fire 
must be aerobically, and muscularly fit and able to perform the coordinated tasks of fighting fire 
to avoid injury, illness or death. In addition, the surrounding environment and work related tasks 
firefighters perform are very dangerous. Collectively these aspects of firefighting create a very 
dangerous situation for these individuals. In the absence of aerobic and muscular fitness 
individuals performing work are at greater risk for injury, illness and in some cases death.  
 To this author‟s knowledge, there are limited peer reviewed research papers and 
government documents that total the injuries suffered on the job by wildland firefighters. In 
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opposition, the US military has many documents that total the injuries acquired by soldiers. 
Jones, Bovee, Harriss, and Cowan (1993) from the United States Army Research Institute of 
Environmental Medicine out of Natick, Massachusetts observed 124 men and 186 women for 8 
weeks while they completed basic training.  The researchers collected basic anthropometric 
measurements. In addition the authors recorded 1-mile run times, and push-ups and sit-ups in 
two minutes (Jones et al, 1993). Jones et al observed 50% of the men who had slower run times 
had significantly higher incidence of time-loss due to injury than faster military members. 
Slower women were also at a greater risk (38.2%) for injury when compared to their faster 
(18.5%) counterparts. 
Similarly, Knapik, Hauret, Arnold, Canham-Chervak, Mansfield, Hoedebecke, and 
McMillian (2002) from the US Army Center for Health Promotion and Preventive Medicine 
Aberdeen Proving Ground observed an experimental group (n=1284) and a control group 
(n=1296) performing Physical Readiness Training (PRT) and Basic Combat Training BCT in an 
effort to understand the impact physical fitness outcomes have on injury. The BCT group 
performed basic calisthenics and drill operations while the PRT group performed a combination 
of dumbbell exercise, long distance running, stretching, push-ups, sit-ups, balance exercises, and 
interval training for nine weeks (Knapik et al, 2002). The research groups results indicate that 
individuals in the control group who received basic training had a higher relative risk of overuse 
injury by 52% and 46% in men and women respectively, when compared to the experimental 
group (Knapik et al, 2002). Knapik et al‟s research suggests that individuals that are both 
muscularly and aerobically trained have a reduced risk of injury while performing job like tasks.  
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While the data are not specific to wildland firefighters, the findings suggested that individuals 
who possess aerobic fitness suffer less time-loss due to injury. Therefore it is crucial to assess 
aerobic and muscular fitness in order to reduce job related injuries in individuals that perform 
aerobic and muscular movements during their everyday work bout.   
USDA Forest Service project leader Richard Mangan surveyed firefighter deaths from 
1990-1998. Mangan reported that 133 individuals between 1990 and 1998 died while performing 
firefighting-like activities on 94 separate occasions (Mangan, 1999). Mangan reported that 29% 
of fatalities between 1990 and 1998 were a result of burnover. Taking third to burnover fatalities 
were heart attack incidents at 21% of the 133 deaths. While the incidence of deaths by heart 
attack are less than a quarter of the 133 deaths between 1990 and 1998 the deaths are still a 
significant proportion of the total deaths that possibly could have been avoided with well-
developed fitness tests. The need for a well-developed fitness test that properly evaluates the 
aerobic capacity of wildland firefighters performing job like tasks is not only an assessment tool 
for health, but also, a tool to assess whether a potential wildland firefighter can perform the tasks 
associated with a days‟ work. In conjunction with an internal crew rating questionnaire, wildland 
firefighters would potentially have the best opportunity to succeed in a very dynamic and 
dangerous occupation.  
Historical Assessment tools 
In order to reduce the incidence of wildland firefighter injury, illness and fatalities 
described above, USA wildland fire agencies have implemented physical fitness competency 
tests to ensure job readiness. From the mid 1970‟s to the late 1990s fire agencies used a 5-min 
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submaximal step test to estimate aerobic fitness by using post exercise heart rate. Due to 
individual variation in heart rate response to exercise, the step test both over estimated and under 
predicted individuals‟ readiness to complete job tasks associated to wildland firefighting. In 
addition, the step test lacked specificity and was unable to successfully evaluate muscular fitness. 
While the step test successfully evaluated aerobic fitness its inability to evaluate muscular 
strength and lack of specificity led to the application of new research in the 1980s by Sharkey 
and colleagues. The authors suggested that firefighters should be evaluated with a job-related test 
that assesses both aerobic and muscular fitness, and based off of their recommendation, new 
physical fitness capacity tests were born (Sharkey, 1980).  
Sharkey and colleagues‟ research in 1980‟s led to the development and implementation 
of the pack hike test in 1998.  Currently, the test involves a 3mile hike over level terrain carrying 
a 45lb pack within 45 minutes. The test is performed to assess muscular and cardiovascular 
fitness of wildland firefighters. In addition to the arduous pack hike test (45lb/45min/3miles), a 
moderate field test (25lb/30min over 2 miles), and light field test (0lb/16min/1mile) have been 
developed (Work Capacity, 2009). Prior work capacity tests, and the US Uniform Guidelines on 
Employee Selection Procedures, have concluded that job selection tests must be reliable, valid, 
and accurately predict job readiness (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 1978).  
Sharkey and colleagues‟ work in 1999 demonstrated that the PHT was a valid, job-related 
test that evaluated work capacity (Sharkey, 1999). In addition the test utilizes a wildland 
firefighting tool (pack) and requires similar amounts of energy that are needed to complete job 
tasks, which is in accordance with UGESP guidelines (Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission, 1978). In an even more recent paper, Sharkey and Davis in 2008 observed strong 
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correlations (r > 0.65, r2 > 0.42, P< 0.01) between the pack test and job related tasks including 
advancing a pressurized fire hose, carrying and laying fire hose and construction of fireline 
(Sharkey & Davis, 2008). Lastly, the test must allow for an equal pass rate for both men and 
women in order to be congruent with UGESP guidelines. Research by Sharkey et al in 1999 
suggested that the female pass rate was 85.2% of the male pass rate which is greater than the 
80% (Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, 1978) required by the UGESP (Sharkey, 
1999). The clear translation from the work capacity test to job related tasks such as, advancing a 
pressurized fire hose, carrying a lying fire hose and construction of fireline, demonstrates the 
usefulness of the pack hike test. Currently, the PHT does a good job of predicting job readiness, 
however, more research is needed to verify the reliability, and criterion and construct validity of 
the pack hike test and its ability to predict job readiness for Wildland Hotshot firefighters that 
may experience more arduous work environments than regular wildland firefighters.  
Internal crew assessment for job readiness 
To this authors‟ knowledge there are no current documents in practice in the wildland 
firefighting world that use internal crew questionnaires to better predict job readiness. Moreover, 
there are no current documents in practice in similar fields such as military or police force 
services that analyze professionals‟ ability to do their job in conjunction with an annual fit for 
duty test. With this said, in conjunction with historical (arduous PHT) and various fitness tests, 
an internal crew questionnaire was given to crews in an attempt to develop  tools to predict job 
readiness and more accurately evaluate type 1 Hotshot wildland firefighters on more levels than 
one physical fitness test.    
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY: 
Setting 
All testing was conducted after the 2011 wildland fire season.  
Subjects  
Subjects were members of Type I Wildland Firefighter (WLFF) Crews who had worked the 2011 
wildland fire season.  Participants included were female and male crew members between the 
ages of 19 years to 50 years old. All subjects signed an informed consent approved by The 
University of Montana IRB (Appendix A).  
Descriptive data  
Weight in pounds was measured by an available calibrated scale and height in inches was 
measured by a field stadiometer or tape measure. Age and gender were also recorded. As a part 
of the Wildland Firefighter Task and Abilities (WFTA) questionnaire, years of firefighting 
experience, years of type I firefighting experience, and firefighter certifications were recorded.  
Recruitment 
Recruitment was via each crew‟s supervisor who requested voluntary participation by members 
of his/her crew.  There are over 100 Interagency Hotshot Crews (IHC) in the United States. This 
research study chose to work with crews in Region 5 only. Region five encompasses all type 1 
Hotshot crews in southern California.  A random selection of Region 5 crews received invitation 
packets to participate. Packets inviting type 1 Hotshot crews to participate were mailed to crew 
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supervisors with an invitation letter (Appendix B), consent form, instructions for physical fitness 
tests, data sheets and return envelopes. 
Testing 
Crews who participated completed four physical fitness tests and the WFTA 
questionnaires/PAR-Q at their crew headquarters.  
Information to be compiled 
All participants completed a pre-screening health/exercise history questionnaire (PARQ) to 
evaluate readiness for exercise (Appendix C).   Each participant also completed a questionnaire 
assessing their attitudes and beliefs about wildfire job tasks, their ability to complete the tasks 
and the ability of their colleagues on their crew (Appendix D).  Participants who did not have 
any contraindications from the PARQ form completed four physical fitness tests that were 
completed in one day.  The fitness data from each test was compiled for each subject. 1) a 
maximal effort 4 mile run to measure aerobic fitness, 2)  total number of pushups in three 
minutes, 3)  cubie (45 lb water box) carry, 4) 6 mile hike with 65 pound pack carried over flat 
ground as safely but quickly as possible.  These tests were administered over the course of 1 day. 
Physical fitness tests 
The following physical fitness tests were under consideration as potential tests to evaluate 
wildland hotshot firefighters readiness to perform job tasks. The first four (4mile run, Push-ups, 
Cubie carry, 6mile hike with 65lbs) listed are the physical fitness tests that were actually 
performed and used in the statistical analysis in this research project. The remaining physical 
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fitness tests are included in case the principal investigator decides to conduct a follow up study 
with different physical fitness test/tests.  
Maximal Exercise Run – 4 miles 
This test consisted of the subject running 4.0 miles as fast as possible on a flat course.  Interval 
starts were used and pacing was not allowed. The subjects‟ half-way (most cases) and finish 
time (all cases) were recorded.  Participants were encouraged to run as fast as possible.  This 
test took 23-37 minutes to complete. Description of how the crew members administered 
maximal 4 mile run is attached in Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test – Push-Ups 
This test consisted of the participant performing standard push-ups while maintaining proper 
form.  The subject was encouraged to perform as many push-ups as possible in three minutes.  
At any time when the subject stopped for more than three (3) seconds the test was terminated.  
It took roughly 5-10 minutes to complete the data collection for the entire crew.  Description of 
how crew members administered maximal push-ups is attached in Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test – Cubie Carry  
This test consisted of the participant carrying three Cubies (45lbs [20.5kg] water container), one 
at a time from the ground, 32 feet over to the bed of a pick-up truck (or a 30 inch high bench) 
and then returning them to the starting position on the ground. For the point to count all three 
Cubies had to be in one location before they were returned to their original location. Each time a 
single Cubie was carried from one location to the other, the crew member received a point.  
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Points were totaled for the number of Cubies moved in 5 minutes. Description of how crew 
members administered the maximal Cubie carry test is attached in Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test – 6 mile hike    
This test consisted of the participant hiking 6.0 miles over flat ground as safely but quickly as 
possible while carrying a 65lb pack.  The participant half-way (in some cases) and finish times 
(all cases) were recorded.  This test took 60-120 minutes. Description of how crew members 
administered the maximal 6 mile hike is attached in Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test – Bench Press (Not included in statistical analysis (NIS)) 
This test consists of lying on a flat bench and gradually lowering and lifting a maximal amount 
of weight.  After a set of 10 repetitions is successfully completed more weight will be added 
until the subject cannot successfully lift the weight ten times (10RM).  Subjects will be 
encouraged to lift as much as possible.  A maximal weight will be estimated from the 
submaximal weight lifted less than 10 times.  This test will take approximately 25-30 minutes 
to complete.  Spotters will be used to insure their safety.  Description of how crew members 
will administer a maximal bench press is attached in Appendix E.  
Maximal Exercise Test – Leg Press (NIS) 
This test consists of sitting in a leg press machine and gradually lowering and lifting a maximal 
amount of weight.  If a leg press machine is not available to crews in the field, squats may be 
done with free weights.  After a set of 10 repetitions is successfully completed more weight 
will be added until the subject cannot successfully lift the weight ten times (10RM).  The 
subjects will be encouraged to lift as much as possible.  A maximal weight will be estimated 
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from the submaximal weight lifted less than 10 times.  This test will take approximately 25-30 
minutes to complete.  Spotters will be used to insure their safety. Description of how crew 
members will administer a maximal leg press is attached in Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test – Pull-Ups (NIS) 
This test consists of the subject pulling their body weight up until their chin is above a bar 
while maintaining proper form.  The subjects will be encouraged to perform as many pull-ups 
as possible.  At any time when the subject stops for more than three (3) seconds the test will be 
stopped.   This test will take approximately 5-10 minutes to complete. Description of how crew 
members will administer maximal pull-ups is attached in Appendix E.  
Maximal Exercise Test – Sit-Ups (NIS) 
 This test consists of the subject lying on their back and lifting their shoulders off the ground so 
their elbows touch their knees while maintaining proper form.  The subjects will be encouraged 
to perform as many sit-ups as possible in three minutes. At any time the subject stops for more 
than three (3) seconds the test will be stopped.  This test will take approximately 3 minutes to 
complete. Description of how crew members will administer maximal sit-ups is attached in 
Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test - Bench Stepping (NIS) 
This test consists of the subject stepping up to a fixed step height of 14inches to straight legs 
and back down as many times as possible in 5 minutes while wearing a 45lb pack. Steps that do 
not result in straight legs will not count. This test will take approximately 5 minutes 
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Description of how crew members will administer maximal bench stepping is attached in 
Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test - Uphill 3 Mile Hike (NIS)  
This test consists of the subject hiking 3.0 miles as fast as possible up a 5-10% grade while 
wearing a 45lb pack. Interval starts will be used and pacing is not allowed. The subjects half-
way and finish time will be recorded. The subject will be encouraged to hike as fast as possible. 
This test will take 50-60 minutes. Description of how crew members will administer maximal 
up-hill hike is attached in Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test - Plank (NIS)  
This test consists of the subject holding their body in a plank position off the ground supported 
on their toes and elbows. The subjects‟ elbows should be shoulder width apart with hands in 
fists in front of their face. Feet and knees should be together off the ground creating a plank. 
The test will end when the subject can no longer hold him/herself up. This test will take 4-5 
minutes to complete. Description of how crew members will administer maximal plank 
exercise is attached in Appendix E. 
Maximal exercise Test - Up Down Plank (NIS)  
The test consists of the subject assuming a standard pushup position with hands shoulder width 
apart and feet together. The subject will move from their hands to their elbows and back up to 
their hands without letting their knees or any other part of their body touch the ground. The 
subject will be encouraged to perform as many up-downs as possible in three minutes. At any 
time the subject stops for more than three (3) seconds the test will be stopped. This test will 
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take approximately 5-7 minutes to complete. Description of how crew members will administer 
maximal up down plank is attached in Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test - Lift and Move (NIS) 
This test consists of the subject moving two 45lb Cubies (water boxes used in wildland 
firefighting) from a 1 foot platform to a 3 foot platform for 3 minutes. Once one Cubie is on the 
3 foot platform, the second Cubie will be moved from the 1 foot platform to the 3 foot platform 
so that both Cubies are now on the highest platform. The subject will continue to exchange the 
Cubies between the high and low platforms until they run out of time. This test will take 
approximately 3 minutes.   Subjects will be advised of OSHA guidelines for proper lifting. 
Description of how crew members will administer maximal Lift and Move is attached in 
Appendix E. 
Maximal Exercise Test - Pulaski pull (NIS)  
This tests consists of the subject pulling a Pulaski handle that is tied to a rope with a 40lb weight 
on the end as many times as possible in one minute. The rope will run through a pulley mounted 
in the ceiling. With feet grounded and knees bent the subject will have to displace the weight 
stack 2 feet off the ground. The subject will be encouraged to complete as many movements as 
possible in one minute. This test will take approximately 1 minute to complete. Description of 
how crew members will administer maximal Pulaski pull test is attached in Appendix E. 
Anticipated benefits 
There were minimal benefits to the subjects associated with their participation in this study.  
Additionally, the information gained from this study will serve to increase what is known about 
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the physical demands and physical fitness of wildland firefighting and may lead to further 
improvements in fitness standards, safety and ability of wildland firefighters to perform wildland 
firefighting tasks. 
 Minimal effects were reported.  Possible risks could be muscular soreness and injuries to the 
subjects. To this research group‟s knowledge there were no muscular injuries experienced or 
reported. Firefighters expect to put in long days of arduous work, up to 16 hours.  The four tests 
were completed in 1.5-2.5 hours with breaks between tasks. 
Questionnaire  
A questionnaire compiling general demographics and personal information (height, weight, 
number or years of fighting fire, number of current qualifications on the firefighters red card) 
was filled out by crewmembers. In the second part of the questionnaire crewmembers were asked 
to rate the importance of being effective at certain firefighting tasks. In addition firefighters were 
asked to estimate the amount of time per-week on a type 1 firefighting crew they spend doing 
firefighting specific tasks. Lastly, the crewmembers were asked to rate their fellow crewmembers 
at their ability to perform eleven (Line digging, Mop-up, Chain Sawing, Swamping, Pump-
work, Hiking with a pack, Brushing, Gridding,  Laying hose, Heavy Load carry and overall 
ability) firefighting like tasks. Evaluation of performance on the eleven firefighting like tasks is 
on a 6 point scale that ranges from: No basis to judge=0, to, 5= outstanding ability to perform 
task. A copy of the questionnaire is attached in Appendix D.   
Research Design and control 
Descriptive research design was used in this study.  Correlation research design was used to 
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describe the statistical association between wildland firefighter fitness performance, measured by 
the proposed fitness tests, and their internal crew rating received from their peers on the 
Wildland Fire fighter Tasks and Abilities questionnaire (WFTA).  
Statistical analysis 
A correlation analysis was conducted to understand if the independent variables were associated 
with the dependent variables and the other descriptive variables. Multiple regression analysis 
was used to evaluate the possible association between the four physical fitness tests, or 
dependent variables (4mile run, Push-ups, Cubie carry, 6mile hike with 65lbs) and the eleven 
independent or predictor variables (Line digging, Mop-up, Chain Sawing, Swamping, Pump-
work, Hiking with a pack, Brushing, Gridding, Laying hose, Heavy Load carry and overall 
ability) that made up internal crew rating portion on WFTA questionnaire. The association 
between these two variables was statistically analyzed in an effort to understand more clearly if 
the questionnaire was a good indicator of how someone will perform on the four physical fitness 
tasks. This analysis was performed in an effort to validate the questionnaire as a useful 
assessment tool. A second regression analysis was conducted to evaluate the possible association 
between the four dependent variables (Overall ability, Overall ability sum, upper body and lower 
body) and the four physical fitness tests (4mile run, Push-ups, Cubie carry, 6mile hike with 
65lbs). The association between these two variables was statistically analyzed in an effort to 
understand more clearly if the proposed physical fitness tests are good indicators of how 
someone will perform at their job tasks associated with wildland Hotshot firefighting.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
RESULTS 
Descriptive statistics indicate normal minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation 
values and are shown in table 1. 
Four mile relative oxygen consumption was 37.1 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
, 59.3 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
and 
47.9 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
for minimum, maximum and average values respectively.  
 
Six mile hike adjusted relative oxygen consumption was 18.6 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
, 31.5 ml·kg
-
1
·min
-1
, and 21.2 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
for minimum, maximum and average values respectively.  
 
  Pearson‟s product correlation between each of the four physical fitness tests (6 mile hike 
with 65lbs, 4mile run, push-ups and Cubie carry) and line digging, mop-up, chain sawing, 
swamping, pump-work, hiking with a pack, brushing, gridding, laying hose, heavy load carry 
and overall ability (Eleven predictor variables) from the questionnaire were calculated (table 2). 
The 6 mile hike with 65lb pack was significantly (p<0.01) correlated with the Eleven 
predictor variables and the three Calculated variables (overall ability sum, upper body, lower 
body) (table 2).  
The push-up test was significantly (p<0.05) correlated with all the predictor variables and 
the three Calculated variables, except pump work (p =0.273) and chain sawing (p=0.265)(table 
2).   
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The 4 mile run test was significantly (p<0.05) correlated with all predictor variables and 
the three Calculated variables, except laying hose (p=-0.214), pump work (p=-0.211), and mop-
up (p=-0.284)(table 2).   
The Cubie carry physical fitness test was not statistically significant with any of the 
predictor variables (table 2).  
 A multivariate regression analysis was generated in an attempt to demonstrate that the 
Eleven predictor variables are collectively good indicators for predicting how someone will 
perform on each of the selected physical fitness tests (table 3). This analysis provides a platform 
for validation of the questionnaire as an assessment tool used in the multiple regression analysis 
in the later sections of this paper.  
When the multiple regression was conducted for the push-ups and Eleven predictor 
variables a moderate (R =0.627, Adjusted R square = 0.213) relationship was the result (table 3).  
  When the multiple regression was conducted for the Cubie carry and Eleven predictor 
variables a good (R =0.711, Adjusted R square 0.318) relationship was the result (table 3). 
When the multiple regression was conducted for the 4 mile run and Eleven predictor 
variables a moderate (R =0.523, Adjusted R square 0.273) relationship was observed (table 3). 
When the multiple regression was conducted for the 6 mile hike with 65lbs and Eleven 
predictor variables a good (R =0.795, Adjusted R square = 0.506) relationship was the result 
(table 3)  
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 When the multiple regression was conducted for the Overall ability and Eleven predictor 
variables an excellent (R =0.989, Adjusted R square = 0.972) relationship was the result (table 3)  
Multiple regressions were conducted using four physical fitness tests as independent 
variables and Overall ability (crew rating), Sum Overall ability (Overall-combined tasks), Lower 
body tasks (lower body variable) and Upper body tasks (upper body variable) as the dependent 
variables.  
For overall ability, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests are a 
good indicator (R=0.684, adjusted R square 0.468) for overall job readiness with 4 mile run test 
and 6 mile hike with 65lbs fitting the model (table 4). Following model reduction of insignificant 
variables, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests 4 mile run and 6 mile 
hike with 65lbs are a good indicator(R=0.603, adjusted R square 0.363) for overall job 
readiness(table 5).  
For Sum Overall ability, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests 
are a good indicator (R=0.713, adjusted R square = 0.508) for overall job readiness with 6 mile 
hike with 65lbs contributed significantly (p<.05) to this model (table 4). Following model 
reduction of insignificant variables, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness 
tests 4 mile run and 6 mile hike with 65lbs are a good indicator(R=0.669, adjusted R square 
0.447) for overall job readiness (table 5).  
For upper body tasks, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests are a 
good indicator (R=0.746, Adjusted R square= 0.500) for overall job readiness with 6 mile hike 
with 65lbs contributed significantly (p<.05) to this model (table 4). Following model reduction 
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of insignificant variables, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests 4 mile 
run and 6 mile hike with 65lbs are a good indicator (R=0.699, adjusted R square 0.488) for 
overall job readiness (table 5).  
For lower body tasks, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests are a 
moderate indicator (R=0.589, adjusted R square =0.346) for overall job readiness (table 4). 
Following model reduction of insignificant variables, the model suggested that collectively the 
physical fitness tests 4 mile run and 6 mile hike with 65lbs contributed significantly to the model 
(p<0.05) and are a good indicator (R=0.548, adjusted R square 0.300) for overall job 
readiness(table 5). 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 
 
Discussion:  
 In this analysis the main objective was to determine what types of physical fitness tests 
are good evaluation tools for how successful a wildland Hotshot firefighter will be at their job. 
Individuals that are aerobically and muscularly conditioned experience less upper respiratory 
tract infections, time loss from work and injury then their lower fit counterparts (Gaskill, 2002; 
Knapick, 2003).  The research questions for this project were as follows: Is there a relationship 
between the Eleven predictor variables (independent) and each dependent physical fitness test? 
What is the relationship between each physical fitness test and the Calculated variables Lower-
body, Upper-body and Sum-overall ability? And, which physical fitness tests are good indicators 
of someone‟s ability to do their job?  In this analysis certain assumptions were made. First, data 
were assumed to be homogeneous. Second, the data were expected to yield correlations between 
the items. Third, absence of colinearity was expected. 
Major findings 
The major finding of this project was that the 6 mile hike with a 65lb pack (p<0.01) and 
push-up test were significantly (p<0.05) (except Chain sawing =0.265, pump-work = 0.273) 
correlated with the Eleven predictor variables and the three Calculated variables (sum overall 
ability, upper body, lower body) (table 2).  Furthermore, the 4 mile run test was significantly 
(p<0.05) correlated with all predictor variables and the three Calculated variables, except laying 
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hose (p=-0.214), pump work (p=-0.211), and mop-up (p=-0.284) (table 2). Lastly, the Cubie 
carry physical fitness test was not statistically significant with any of the predictor variables 
(table 2). Based off the findings in this analysis, it is clear that the null hypothesis of no 
association between each of the dependent variables and push-ups, 6 mile hike with 65lbs and 4 
mile run variables can be rejected. However, it is clear that this author must fail to reject the null 
hypothesis of no association between each of the dependent variables and Cubie carry tests. 
The reason for no association between Cubie carry and the Eleven predictor variables is 
unknown. Possibly, the test does not accurately portray a job related task as predicted. The 
association observed between the 4 mile run, 6 mile hike with 65lbs, and the Push-up tests with 
the Eleven predictor variables clarifies the need for an upper body, aerobic capacity, and overall 
strength and endurance test in wildland firefighting assessment. These results are consistent with 
Sharkey and colleagues research in 1996 where they observed good (r=-0.68) correlations 
between push-ups and hiking with a loaded pack (Sharkey, 1996). Moreover, in the same project 
Sharkey and colleagues observed a strong (r=-0.77) correlation between VO2 maximum and 
hiking with a 45lb pack for 3 miles, which is similar to the observed association between the 4 
mile run and the Eleven predictor variables in this research study (Sharkey, 1996).  
The second major finding of this project was that the 6 mile hike with 65lbs and the 4 mile run 
contributed significantly to predicting the overall ability, sum overall ability, upper body, and 
lower body variables suggesting that they are good indicators for job readiness. Due to limited 
analysis considering job readiness on three different levels and physical fitness, there are no 
sources that have observed similar results and therefore cannot be compared. However, the 
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current findings can be loosely confirmed by Gaskill and colleagues research in 2001 where they 
observed a high sustainable fitness (43.7 ± -3.9 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
) group of firefighters who 
completed 35% more work than a low fit group (34.6 ± -3.5 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
) (Gaskill, 2001). The 
researcher‟s findings suggest that aerobic capacity is tightly associated with overall ability or 
ability to complete more work (Gaskill, 2001). This finding is further confirmed and clarified by 
subsequent research from others where it was observed that relative VO2maximum was 
moderately (r=.52) correlated with lower body and aerobic tasks suggesting that aerobic capacity 
and muscular strength are good indicators for ability to perform certain firefighting tasks such as 
fire escape (Ruby, 2003). The moderate relationship (r=.52) observed by Ruby and colleagues 
further confirms the inclusion of the 4 mile run and the 6 mile hike with 65lbs in further 
research, due to the fact that the 4 mile run strictly points to aerobic capacity where the 6 mile 
hike with 65lb is a combination of aerobic capacity and overall body strength. 
 
Analysis Limitations  
As with any research study there are limitations. A limitation of the current study is the 
lack of numbers in the analysis. Multiple regressions were conducted with an N=36. This is a 
function of budget cuts and layoffs that happen seasonally in wildland firefighting. Out of the 
projected ten crews that were recruited to participate in this research study only four were able to 
participate. Of the four crews that were able to participate, some crews of twenty were only able 
to contribute 2-5 crew members.   
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Implications for findings 
The significant relationships between the 6 mile hike with 65lbs and the Eleven predictor 
variables may indicate someone‟s ability to perform well on firefighting tasks. Similarly, the 
significant relationship between push-ups and the Eleven predictor variables may also suggest 
that this test is a good indicator of how someone would perform in wildland firefighting tasks. 
Moreover, the significant relationship seen between the 4 mile run and the eleven predictor 
variables suggests that the 4 mile run is also a good indicator for performance on job related 
tasks. The insignificant relationship between the Cubie carry and the Eleven predictor variables 
illustrates that the Cubie carry may not accurately predict job readiness and thus should be 
removed or reevaluated as an assessment criteria for job readiness in wildland Hotshot 
firefighting.  
Physical fitness test: Multiple regression analysis  
To clarify how the selected physical fitness tests will predict someone‟s performance 
overall and on the three Calculated variables (sum overall ability, upper-body, lower-body) 
another multiple regression was conducted where the predictor variables were the four physical 
fitness tests.  
  Multiple regressions were conducted using four physical fitness tests as independent 
variables and Overall ability (crew rating), Sum Overall ability (Overall-combined tasks), Lower 
body tasks (lower body variable) and Upper body tasks (upper body variable) as the dependent 
variables. 
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For overall ability, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests are a 
good indicator (R=0.684, adjusted R square 0.468) for overall job readiness with 4 mile run test 
and 6 mile hike with 65lbs fitting the model (table 4). It was clear that certain variables in the 
model contributed significantly more to the model than others (table 4). In this case, certain 
insignificant items were removed in an effort to pinpoint a certain physical fitness test that was 
not contributing to one‟s overall ability. Following model reduction of insignificant variables, the 
model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests 4 mile run and 6 mile hike with 65lbs 
are good indicators (R=0.603, adjusted R square 0.363) for overall job readiness. Given the 
significant contribution from these two physical fitness tests to predict overall ability the author 
is suggesting leaving the 6 mile hike and 4 mile run in the model for further assessment. This 
finding also highlights the test‟s usefulness as a cost effective, easy, and accurate assessment of 
overall ability.  
For Sum Overall ability, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests 
are a good indicator (R=0.713, adjusted R square = 0.508) for overall job readiness with 6 mile 
hike with 65lbs contributing significantly (p<.05) to this model (table 4). It was clear that certain 
variables in the model contributed more significantly to the model than others (table 4). In this 
case, certain insignificant items were removed in an effort to pinpoint a certain physical fitness 
test that was not contributing to one‟s overall ability. Following model reduction of insignificant 
variables, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests 4 mile run and 6 mile 
hike with 65lbs are good indicators (R=0.669, adjusted R square 0.447)  for overall job 
readiness. The authors are suggesting leaving the 6 mile hike with 65lbs and the 4 mile run in the 
model for further assessment given the significant contribution from these two physical fitness 
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tests to predict overall ability. This finding also demonstrates the tests‟ usefulness as a cost 
effective, simple, and precise assessment of overall ability.  
For upper body tasks, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests are a 
good indicator (R=0.746, Adjusted R square= 0.500) for overall job readiness with 6 mile hike 
with 65lbs contributing significantly (p<.05) to this model (figure 4). It was clear that certain 
variables in the model contributed more significantly to the model than others (table 4). In this 
case, certain insignificant items were removed in an effort to pinpoint a certain physical fitness 
test that was not contributing to one‟s overall ability. Following model reduction of insignificant 
variables, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests 4 mile run and 6 mile 
hike with 65lbs are good indicators (R=0.699, adjusted R square 0.488) for overall job readiness 
(table 5). Given the significant contribution from these two physical fitness tests to predict 
overall ability, the author is suggesting leaving 6mile hike with 65lbs and the 4 mile run in the 
model for further assessment. This finding also highlights the tests‟ usefulness as an assessment 
tool as a cost effective, easy, and accurate assessment of upper body strength.  
Logically, one would think that push-ups would have significantly contributed to upper 
body assessment as seen in other research (Sharkey et al, 1996), however, it did not significantly 
contribute to the model. For this reason, push-ups were removed from the model in a stepwise 
fashion as previously discussed. However, due to past research where push-ups physical fitness 
test was a good assessment for predicting firefighting ability, this author is suggesting leaving 
push-ups in as an assessment test. It is possible that low participation numbers and lack of range 
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for the push-up test contributed to the insignificant relationship observed in this multiple 
regression.   
  For lower body tasks, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests are a 
good indicator (R=0.589, adjusted R square =0.346) for overall job readiness with 6 mile hike 
with 65lbs contributing significantly (p<.05) to this model (table 4). It was clear that certain 
variables in the model contributed more significantly to the model than others (table 4). In this 
case, certain insignificant items were removed in an effort to pinpoint a certain physical fitness 
test that was not contributing to one‟s overall ability. Following model reduction of insignificant 
variables, the model suggested that collectively the physical fitness tests 4 mile run and 6 mile 
hike with 65lbs are a good indicators (R=0.548, adjusted R square 0.300) for overall job 
readiness. Given the significant contribution from these two physical fitness tests to predict 
overall ability the author is suggesting leaving 6mile hike with 65lbs and the 4 mile run in the 
model for further assessment. This finding also highlights the test‟s usefulness as an assessment 
tool for lower-body ability in wildland Hotshot firefighting.  
It is clear from the Physical fitness test multiple regression analysis that 4 mile run and 6 
mile hike with 65lbs are good predictors of overall ability and upper and lower body tasks 
associated with wildland Hotshot firefighting. With this said, the present physical fitness tests 
should be included in further research that is evaluating potential tests for wildland Hotshot 
firefighters. 
Four mile relative oxygen consumption and Six mile hike adjusted relative oxygen 
consumption were calculated in an effort to observe similarities between the energy demands of 
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the physical fitness tests in this research project and prior research. The average Four mile 
relative oxygen consumption was calculated as 47.9 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
(Appendix F). This finding is 
in agreement with Sharkey‟s recommendation that Hotshot wildland firefighters should have a 
maximal aerobic capacity of 45 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
in order to perform the job task associated with 
Hotshot wildland Firefighting (Sharkey, 2009).   
The average six mile hike adjusted relative oxygen consumption was calculated as 21.2 
ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
(Appendix F). While this calculated measure is close to sustainable capacity 22 
ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
 of Hotshot wildland firefighters reported by Sharkey, it fails to fully represent the 
energy demands of walking at 3.5 miles per hour (mph) while carrying a 65lb pack. For this 
reason, energy cost of walking at 3.5 mph carrying a 65lb pack for 15 minutes was directly 
measured to gain a better perspective of the energy cost associated with this task. In this single 
trial case study, average oxygen cost of walking at 3.5 mph at 0% grade carrying a 65lb for 15 
minutes was 31.7 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
.  This observation is in agreement with Gaskill and colleagues 
finding in 2002 were the researchers observed a sustainable fitness (VO2
vt
) of 31 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
 
post season (Gaskill, 2002). The anecdotal findings suggest that the 6 mile hike with 65lbs may 
accurately predict energy demands of a Hotshot wildland firefighter.   
Given the significant predictive value of the four mile run and the 6 mile hike with 65lbs 
to predict job readiness a predictive model was developed in an effort to provide a cost effective 
way to predict overall job readiness for Hotshot wildland firefighters (Appendix F). Much like 
this equation, this research study was the first of its kind, so to use the equation to evaluate 
Hotshot wildland firefighters without further research would be premature. Further research 
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encompassing a bigger population of Hotshot firefighters is needed to explain the usefulness of 
the model described.  
Overall Ability = 4.883 + ((.023) Age) + ((.020) Weight) + ((-0.013) 4mile run) + ((-.059) 6mile hike 65lb) 
Future Research 
  In chapter two of this analysis, effort was made to develop a written history of wildland 
Hotshot firefighting. Further research should look to expand on the written history of wildland 
Hotshot firefighters to gain further perspective of their complicated and often forgotten past. 
Such a review was beyond the scope of this project.  
  Given the major findings of this project it is clear that push-ups, 4 mile run, and 6 mile 
hike with 65lb pack are good tests to evaluate overall ability and upper and lower body work 
tasks for wildland Hotshot firefighters. However, given the limited participation from 
crewmembers, it would be ill-advised to take these results and implement them as conditions of 
hire. Based off of this observation, further research needs to take place where more 
crewmembers are able to actively participate in the research. In an effort to increase subject 
participation, recruitment for participation should start prior to the wildland fire season 
(March/April) with data collection starting the first week of August when crews have had the 
chance to familiarize themselves with their crewmates. This schedule will first establish contact 
with superintendents and secondly, develop a data collection schedule that will allow for 
participation from most crewmembers. Furthermore, most crewmembers will have either lost or 
gained fitness over the course of the season to a point where a fitness analysis would be 
warranted to represent capacity of wildland Hotshot firefighting. In addition to starting the data 
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collection earlier, an individual researcher should be placed on the job site to facilitate data 
collection properly. This addition with allow for more concise data collection and reduce the 
errors associated with crewmember data collection, further legitimizing the validity of this study 
and getting one step closer to identifying physical fitness tests that accurately evaluate wildland 
Hotshot firefighters.  
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Descriptive Statistics 
  
N Minimum Maximum Mean 
Std. 
Deviation 
Fire seasons worked 35 1.00 25.00 6.49 5.11 
 Fire seasons on hand 
crew 
35 1.00 16.00 4.94 3.83 
Fire seasons on IHC  35 1.00 14.00 4.00 3.24 
Age 35 20.00 50.00 27.77 6.02 
Weight (kg) 35 61.36 95.45 78.95 7.98 
Height (cm) 35 160.02 190.50 177.36 6.73 
Push ups 52 35.00 111.00 65.56 19.45 
Cubie Carry 43 18.00 48.00 31.74 8.23 
4 mile Run/total 
seconds 
47 1383.00 2391.00 1771.96 228.52 
6 Mile Hike 65lbs/total 
seconds 
44 3648.00 7246.00 6059.27 1173.50 
Line Digging 51 3.13 5.00 4.21 0.53 
Mop-Up 51 3.50 5.00 4.24 0.45 
Chain Sawing 51 2.86 5.00 3.99 0.63 
Swamping 51 3.00 5.00 4.03 0.58 
Pump-Work 51 2.44 5.00 3.85 0.68 
Hiking with Pack 51 2.88 5.00 4.22 0.57 
Brushing 51 3.22 5.00 4.11 0.46 
Gridding 51 3.56 5.00 4.18 0.38 
Laying Hose 51 2.40 5.00 3.92 0.61 
Heavy Load Carry 51 3.00 5.00 4.19 0.57 
OVERALL ABILITY 51 3.13 5.00 4.27 0.51 
OveralabilitySUM 51 3.16 5.00 4.10 0.49 
Upperbodyvariable 51 3.25 5.00 4.10 0.49 
Lowerbodyvariable 51 2.94 5.00 4.21 0.57 
Valid N (listwise) 28         
 
Table 2.0 Descriptive statistics variable: Minimum value = 1, Maximum = 5 
** Tables 1-5 are taken from tables in appendix F in order of information presented 
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Table 3.0 Correlations matrix of physical fitness test (dependent) and crew questionnaire responses (independent) 
variables 
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Response R Adj R2 
Push ups 0.627 0.213 
Cubie carry 0.711 0.318 
4 mile run 0.523 0.023 
6 mile hike with 
65lbs 
0.795 0.506 
Overall Ability .989 .972 
Table 4.0 Multiple regression analysis where the dependent variables are the four physical fitness 
tests or Overall ability, and the independent variables are the eleven predictor variables.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.0 Multiple regression analysis showing overall ability, the three created variables and the 
four physical fitness tests. 
 
Response R 
Adj 
R2 
Push 
ups 
Cubie 
Carry 
4 mile 
run 
6 mile 
hike 
with 
65lbs 
 Standardized Coefficients Beta 
Overall 
ability 
0.684 0.399 0.364 0.152 0.163 0.175 
Overall 
ability 
sum 
0.713 0.445 0.142 -0.028 -0.264 -0.499 
Upper 
body 
0.746 0.500 0.147 -0.31 -0.276 -0.524 
Lower 
body 
0.589 0.262 0.236 -0.171 -0.229 -0.228 
*significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) 
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Response  R Adj R2 4 mile run 
6 mile hike 
with 65lbs 
      Standardized Coefficients Beta   
Overall 
Ability  
0.603 0.329 -0.292 -0.5 
Overall 
Ability Sum  
0.669 0.417 -0.322 -0.555 
Upper Body  0.699 0.461 -0.334 -0.581 
Lower Body 0.548 0.262 -0.32 -0.414 
All physical fitness test significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed)  
 
Table 6.0 Multiple regression analysis showing overall ability, the three created variables and the 
two significant physical fitness tests.  
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Informed Consent Form 
  
EVALUATION OF HOTSHOT PHYSICAL FITNESS TESTS TO PREDICT JOB 
READINESS 
 
 
Principal Investigator: Ben Lovelace, B.S. 
Co-Investigator: Steve Gaskill, Ph.D.  
Co-Investigator: Charlie Palmer, Ed.D. 
Co-Investigator: Joseph Domitrovich, Ph.D. 
 
Location: Human Performance Laboratory 
 McGill Hall #112 and 131 
 The University of Montana 
 Missoula, MT 59812 
 (406) 243 – 4268 / (406) 214 - 6698 
 
Purpose 
Hotshots are elite wildland firefighters that are used in all capacities from first attack to the most hazardous duties 
during wildland firefighting.  Many fires start in the afternoon hours when temperatures are high and humidity is 
low.  On initial attack, hotshot crews may work through the night when the weather is on their side.  This can 
sometimes include shifts that exceed 16 hours.  The conditions require superb fitness and mental acuity for the 
individual‟s safety but also the safety of the other members of the crew.  The National Interagency Fire Center 
(NIFC) has proposed revising the fitness standards for Hot Shot (Type I) firefighter crew members.  At present, little 
is known about hotshot fitness levels beyond work completed by our lab several years ago, and no current job task 
analysis has been completed in the past two decades.  Prior to each season, every wildland firefighter must complete 
a physical fitness test to evaluate his or her fitness level.  The hotshots are required to complete a 3 mile hike, 
wearing a 45 pound pack, in forty five minutes.  Crew leaders and hotshot crew members have long argued that this 
standard is much too low and non-job specific. The purpose of the current study is to evaluate possible assessment 
tests in an effort to predict job readiness for inter agency hotshot crew members. 
All participants will complete a pre-screening health/exercise history questionnaire (PARQ) to evaluate readiness for 
exercise.  Each participant will also complete an online questionnaire 
(http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HOTSHOT-FITNESS) assessing their attitudes and beliefs about wildfire job 
tasks, their ability to complete the tasks and the ability of their colleagues on their crew.  The online questionnaire 
also asks some demographic information.  Participants who do not have any contraindications from the PARQ form 
will complete 2-5 of the following assessments, randomly assigned to each crew and completed in one day..  1) a 
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maximal 4 mile run to measure aerobic fitness, 2) maximal bench stepping exercise wearing a 45 lb pack to measure 
aerobic fitness, 3) a 3 mile hike up a 5-10% grade carrying a 45 lb pack to measure aerobic fitness, 4) 2-10 repetition 
maximal bench press to measure upper body strength, 5) 2-10 RM maximal leg press to measure lower body 
strength, 6) number of push-ups in three minutes, 7) total number of pull-ups,  8) number of sit-ups in 3 minutes,  9) 
plank hold exercise for maximal time, 10), up-down plank exercise to maximal values, 11) Lift and move exercises, 
12) cube (45 lb water box) carry, and 13) Pulaski line dig simulation, to measure job specific strength.   
14) 6 mile hike with 65 pound pack carried over flat ground as safely but quickly as possible.  These tests will be 
administered over the course of 1 day. 
Pre-participation screening 
Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PARQ) 
You will complete this short questionnaire to assess readiness for physical activity.  If you check any of the boxes 
you should not participate.    
 
Wildland Firefighter Tasks and Abilities survey (WFTA survey) 
 You will complete this survey to assess your attitudes and beliefs about your ability and that of your colleagues to 
perform wildland firefighting tasks.  This survey also collects demographic information.  This survey will be 
completed online and is confidential.  The survey is anonymous and the research crew-will not be able to identify 
you by name as they will have only an ID number associated with your data. 
 
Each crew in the field will be  assigned 2-5 of the following tests to complete within one 
day.   
Physical Fitness Testing (PT Test)  
 
Maximal Exercise Test – Bench Press 
This test consists of lying on a flat bench and gradually lowering and lifting a maximal amount of weight.  After a 
set of 10 repetitions is successfully completed more weight will be added until you cannot successfully lift the 
weight ten times (10RM).  You will be encouraged to lift as much as possible.  A maximal weight will be 
estimated from the submaximal weight lifted less than 10 times.  This test will take approximately 25-30 minutes 
to complete.  Spotters will be used to insure their safety. 
Maximal Exercise Test – Leg Press 
This test consists of sitting in a leg press machine and gradually lowering and lifting a maximal amount of weight.  
If a leg press machine is not available to crews in the field, squats may be done with free weights.  After a set of 
10 repetitions is successfully completed more weight will be added until you cannot successfully lift the weight 
ten times (10RM).  You will be encouraged to lift as much as possible.  A maximal weight will be estimated from 
the submaximal weight lifted less than 10 times.  This test will take approximately 25-30 minutes to complete.  
Spotters will be used to insure their safety. 
Maximal Exercise Test – Push-Ups 
This test consists of you performing standard push-ups while maintaining proper form.  You will be encouraged to 
perform as many as possible in three minutes.  At any time when you stop for more than three (3) seconds the test 
will be stopped.   This test will take approximately 5-10 minutes to complete.   
Maximal Exercise Test – Pull-Ups 
This test consists of you pulling your body weight up until your chin is above a bar while maintaining proper 
form.  You will be encouraged to perform as many as possible.  At any time when you stop for more than three (3) 
seconds the test will be stopped.   This test will take approximately 5-10 minutes to complete. 
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Maximal Exercise Test – Sit-Ups 
This test consists of you lying on your back and lifting your shoulders off the ground and having your elbows  
touch your knees while maintaining proper form.  You will be encouraged to perform as many as possible for  
three minutes. At any time when you stop for more than three (3) seconds the test will be stopped.   
This test will take approximately 3 minutes to complete. 
 
Maximal Exercise Test - Bench Stepping  
This test consists of you stepping up to a fixed step height of  14inches to straight legs and back down as many  
times as you can in 5 minutes while wearing a 45lb pack. Steps that do not result in straight legs will not count.  
This test will take approximately 5 minutes  
 
Maximal Run – 4 miles 
This test consists of you running 4.0 miles as fast as possible on a flat course.  Interval starts will be used and 
pacing is not allowed. Your half-way and finish time will be recorded.  You will be encouraged to run as fast as 
possible.   
This test will take 25-45 minutes to complete. 
 
Maximal Exercise Test - Uphill 3 Mile Hike   
This test consists of you hiking 3.0 miles as fast as possible up a 5-10% grade while wearing a 45lb pack. Interval 
starts will be used and pacing is not allowed. During the test your heart rate will be continuously monitored and 
your half-way and finish time will be recorded. You will be encouraged to hike as fast as possible. This test will 
take 50-60minutes.  
Maximal Exercise Test – 6 mile hike    
This test consists of the subject hiking 6.0 miles over flat ground as safely but quickly as possible while carrying a 
65lb pack.  The subjects half-way and finish time will be recorded.  This test will take 80-100 minutes 
Maximal Exercise Test - Plank  
This test consists of you holding your body in a plank position off the ground supported on your toes and elbows. 
Your elbows should be shoulder width apart with hands in fists in front of your face. Feet and knees should be 
together off the ground creating a plank. The test will end when you can no longer hold yourself up. This test will 
take 4-5 minutes to complete. 
Maximal Exercise Test - Lift and Move  
This test consists of you moving two 45lb Cubies (water boxes used in wildland firefighting) from a 1 foot 
platform to a 3 foot platform for 3 minutes. Once one Cubie is on the 3 foot platform, the second Cubie will be 
move from the 1 foot platform to the 3 foot platform so that both Cubies are now on the highest platform. You will 
continue to exchange the Cubies between the high and low platforms until you run out of time. This test will take 
approximately 5-7 minutes.    
Maximal exercise Test - Up Down Plank  
The test consists of you assuming a standard pushup position with hands shoulder width apart and feet together. 
You will move from your hands to your elbows and back up to your hands without letting your knees or any other 
part of your body touch the ground. You will be encouraged to perform as many as possible in three minutes. At 
any time when you stop for more than three (3) seconds the test will be stopped. This test will take approximately 
5-7 minutes to complete.  
Maximal Exercise Test - Pulaski pull 
This tests consists of you pulling a Pulaski handle that is tied to a rope with a 40lb weight on the end as many 
times as possible in one minute. The rope will run through a pulley mounted in the ceiling. With your feet 
grounded and your knees bent you will have to displace the weight stack 2 feet off the ground. You will be 
encouraged to complete as many movements as possible in one minute. This test will take approximately 1 
minutes to complete.  
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Maximal Exercise Test - Cubie Carry 
This test consists of you carrying three Cubies (45lbs [20.5kg] water container), one at a time from the ground, 32 
feet over to the bed of a pick-up truck (or a 30 inch high bench) and then returning them to the starting position on 
the ground. All three Cubies must be in one location before they are returned to their original location. Each time a 
single cubie is carried from one location to the other, the crew member will receive a point.  Points will be totaled 
for the number of cubes moved in 5 minutes. 
 
Risks and Discomfort 
It is expected that you will have minimal discomfort as a result of your participation in this study. There are only 
minimal risks associated with the above measures.  All of these risks will be minimized, as trained technicians will 
conduct all measures.  During the maximal exercise test and the testing session you will feel fatigued. 
Confidentiality 
All results will be kept in strict confidence among the subject involved and the Principal Investigators and other 
Co-Investigators.  During the entire period of data collection, subject records will be kept locked within the 
Human Performance Laboratory. 
Benefits 
It is important that you recognize that there are minimal benefits associated with your participation in this study. 
The information gained from this study may serve to increase what is known about the physical demands of Type 
I crew wildland firefighting and may lead to further improvements in safety and the ability to perform wildland 
firefighting tasks. 
 
Compensation for Injury  
Although we believe that the risk of taking part in this study is minimal, the following liability statement is 
required in all University of Montana consent forms.  In the event that you are injured as a result of this research 
you should individually seek appropriate medical treatment. If the injury is caused by the negligence of the 
University or any of its employees, you may be entitled to reimbursement or compensation pursuant to the 
Comprehensive State Insurance Plan established by the Department of Administration under the authority of 
M.C.A., Title2, Chapter 9. In the event of a claim for such injury, further information may be obtained from the 
University's Claims representative or University Legal Counsel. (Reviewed by University Legal Counsel, July 6, 
1993). 
 
 
Voluntary Participation and Withdrawal 
It is important that you realize that you are free to withdraw from the study at any time. Your participation in this 
study will in no way influence or jeopardize your role as a wildland firefighter. 
You should keep this copy of the consent form and only return the signature page to your superintendent who will 
return all of the signature pages and data sheets to the researchers. The data collected during this study will be 
done at no cost to you. 
Statement of Consent 
I have read the above statements and understand the risks involved with this study.  I authorize, my appointed 
crewmember and such assistants, to administer and conduct the testing as safely as possible with a minimal 
amount of discomfort.  If I have additional questions, I may contact Ben Lovelace at The University of Montana 
(406) 243-4268 or at the Human Performance Laboratory (406) 243-4780 or by cell (408)-489-0222.  You may 
also reach Dr. Steven Gaskill (406) 243-4268 and Dr. Charlie Palmer (406)-243-4826, who are providing 
oversight for this project. 
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Participant (print)   
Signature    Date    
 
 
Permanent Address     
 
   
 
   
 
 
Investigator/Witness Signature    
 (print) 
Investigator/Witness Signature     Date    
 
 
Page 4 Consent Form 
 
Subject statement of consent to be photographed during data collection  
During the testing, I understand that pictures or videos may be taken.  I provide my consent to having my picture 
taken during the course of the research study.  I provide my consent that my picture may be used in some 
presentations related to this study.  If pictures are used at any time for presentation, names will not be associated 
with them. 
 
Signature    Date    
 
 
 
 
To send results and to 
contact you for testing 
next fall. 
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LETTER OF INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE: EVALUATION OF HOTSHOT PHYSICAL 
FITNESS TESTS TO PREDICT JOB READINESS 
Overview. 
The National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC) has proposed revising the fitness standards for Hot 
Shot (Type I) firefighter crew members. The Missoula Technology and Development Center is 
working with the Human Performance Lab at the University of Montana to coordinate this 
project.  It will be a long term project of 2-4 years with input from HotShot Crew 
superintendents and crew members. At present, little is known about hotshot fitness levels 
beyond work completed by our lab several years ago, and no current job task analysis has been 
completed in the past two decades.   
As you know, prior to each season, every wildland firefighter must complete a physical fitness 
test to evaluate his or her fitness level.  The hotshots are required to complete a 3 mile hike, 
wearing a 45 pound pack, in forty five minutes or less.  Crew leaders and hotshot crew members 
have long argued that this standard is much too low and non-job specific. The purpose of the 
current study is to evaluate possible assessment tests in an effort to predict job readiness for 
interagency hotshot crew members. 
Your crew has been selected to pilot and test 2-5 field fitness tests.  We have a list of 14 tests that 
we are starting with based on work done last spring in our lab with Northern Rockies HotShot 
Crews and with smokejumper fitness standards over the past few years.  Some of the tests are 
very simple while some will take more work to set up.  This project is voluntary on your part and 
each crew member has the right to participate or not.  We hope that you will be able to find the 
time and be willing to complete the tests and have each crew member who participates also take 
an online survey. 
The tests will take  1.5 to 4 hours depending on which tests you have been assigned.  Please 
attempt to complete all your assigned tests. If all assigned tests are not completed, this is okay, 
just record what you do complete. No reasoning is needed for uncompleted tests.  
If you are willing to participate please: 
1) Call Dr. Charlie Palmer at 406-243-4826 or email him at Charles.palmer@umontana.edu 
to confirm that you are able to help. 
2) Enclosed in this packet you will find: 
a. 3 copies of the consent form that crew members should read.  If you want 
multiple copies we can send them, but it is our experience that 2-3 copies are 
adequate 
b. ID assignment form so that crew members identities are kept private 
c. 25 consent form signature pages for participants to sign with the PARQ health 
screening form on the back side. 
d. Instruction sheets for the four tests that we would like you to run with your crew. 
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e. Data sheets for the four tests that we are asking your crew to complete. 
f. A DVD disk with a video of the 12 tests that we are sending out to Hot Shot 
Crews.   
g. 25 instruction sheets for taking the online survey. 
h. Survey is found at http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HOTSHOT-FITNESS 
i. The password is “HOTSHOT” and it is not case sensitive. 
i. A form for whoever administers the test to complete with suggestions.  We would 
appreciate feedback on tests that you like / dislike or how to run them better or 
suggestions for other tests. 
j. A return envelope to send back the data sheets and consent form signature sheets. 
3) Assign a crew member(s) to coordinate the testing. 
a. They will need to assign each crew member an ID number from 1-25 using the ID 
assignment form included.  They will need to make multiple copies of this list as 
each firefighter who participates will need to have a copy when they take the on-
line survey. 
b. Get each test ready and administer the tests. 
i. They should use both the instruction sheet and the DVD to get a good 
understanding of each test and the rules for administering the tests.  It is 
important that they be run consistently. 
c. Follow-up with crew members to insure that they complete the online survey. 
i. Each crew member participating should complete the questionnaire.   
ii. It is also important to us to have the superintendents complete the on-line 
questionnaire. 
d. Return the test data sheets and consent form signature pages in the enclosed 
envelope. 
 
Thank you for your time and effort if you choose to participate. Please be aware that 
participation is 100% voluntary and you or your crewmembers may withdraw from the study at 
any time and for any reason. 
If you have additional questions, I may contact Ben Lovelace at The University of Montana 
(406) 243-4268, or at the Human Performance Laboratory (406) 243-4780 or by cell (408)-489-
0222.  You may also reach Dr. Steven Gaskill (406) 243-4268 and Dr. Charlie Palmer (406)-243-
4826, who are providing oversight for this project. 
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In an effort to conserve paper, the whole questionnaire was not printed. All crewmembers will receive the same paper work as 
seen above.  
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Instructions for Bench-Press test 
1) To Administer the test:  
a. Materials: Adjustable barbell and weight plates that allow resistance increments 
of 10-100lbs 
b. Crew members will partner up in twos  
2) Starting position  
a. The first working crew member should place the body on the bench so that eyes 
are below the bar. 
b. Working crew member should grasp bar with a closed, overhand grip that is 
slightly wider then shoulder width. 
c. Spotting crew member helps working crew member with the liftoff 
d. Once bar is off bench supports guide the bar to a position over the chest. This is 
starting position. 
3) Downward Movement Technique  
a. From the starting position lower the bar slowly (3-4sec) to the chest  at 
approximately nipple level 
4) Upward Movement Technique 
a. Push the bar upward and slightly backward until the elbows are fully extended 
5) 1-Repetition maximum bench press protocol 
a. Using the proper technique described above perform 5 to 10 repetitions of a light 
resistance 
b. Provide a one minute rest 
c. Estimate a warm-up load that will allow the working crew member to complete 
three to five repetitions by adding weight (50-80lbs) to the warm up weight. Do 
not exceed 6 repetitions if weight is too light.  
d. Perform movement with new weight using proper technique. 
e. Provided a two-minute rest period.  
f. Estimate a conservative, near maximum load that will allow the client to complete 
two to three reps by adding 10-20lbs or 5-10%. 
g. Perform movement with new weight using proper technique. 
h. If crew member is able to perform more than 3 repetitions provide two to four 
minutes rest period and increase weight by 10-20lbs or 5-10%. 
i. If the crew member is successful in completing 1 to 3 repetitions record the 
number of repetitions completed and the appropriate weight.  
j. If the crew member failed, provide a two to four minute rest period and decrease 
the load by subtracting 5 to 10lbs 
6) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheet 
7) Notes:  
a. Bouncing the bar off the chest during the upward movement is dangerous and 
may cause injury and is not considered proper form 
b. Do not lift buttocks off the bench 
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c. During rest periods other crewmember should follow same protocol to determine 
1-rm 
 
 
A data sheet for use in the test is on the next page 
 
 
Name:___________________________________ 
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Instructions for squat test 
1) To Administer the test:  
a. Materials: Olympic bar with plates that will allow resistance increments of 10-
100lbs 
b. Crew members will partner up in threes 
2) Starting position  
a. The first working crew member should step under the bar and position the feet 
parallel to each other 
b. Placing the Olympic bar evenly above the posterior deltoids at the base of the 
neck balance the bar with elbows up, chest out and head up. 
c. Two spotting crew member helps working crew member with the liftoff 
d. Once bar is off the rack supports, reposition feet shoulder width apart with hips 
and knees fully extended and torso erect. This is starting position. 
3) Downward Movement Technique  
a. From the starting position allow hips and knees to flex as you squat down towards 
to floor keeping your torso-to-floor angle constant 
b. Lower yourself until one of these three things occur 
i. Thighs are parallel to the floor 
ii. Trunk begins to round  
iii. The hells rise off the floor 
4) Upward Movement Technique 
a. Extend the hips and knees at the same rate while maintaining torso-floor angle 
constant 
b. Movement is finished when legs, hips and torso are all extended. 
5) 1-Repetition maximum squat protocol 
a. Using the proper technique described above perform 5 to 10 repetitions of a light 
resistance 
b. Provide a one minute rest 
c. Estimate a warm-up load that will allow the working crew member to complete 
three to five repetitions by adding weight (50-80lbs) to the warm up weight. Do 
not exceed 6 repetitions if weight is too light.  
d. Perform movement with new weight using proper technique. 
e. Provided a two-minute rest period.  
f. Estimate a conservative, near maximum load that will allow the client to complete 
two to three reps by adding 10-20lbs or 5-10%. 
g. Perform movement with new weight using proper technique. 
h. If crew member is able to perform more than 3 repetitions provide two to four 
minutes rest period and increase weight by 10-20lbs or 5-10%. 
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i. If the crew member is successful in completing 1 to 3 repetitions record the 
number of repetitions completed and the appropriate weight.  
j. If the crew member failed, provide a two to four minute rest period and decrease 
the load by subtracting 5 to 10lbs 
6) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheet 
7) Notes:  
a. Allowing heels to come off the floor and knees to dive in during the downward 
movement is dangerous and may cause injury and is not considered proper form 
b. During rest periods other crewmember should follow same protocol to determine 
1-rm 
A data sheet for use in the test  
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TestDate of :___________________________ 
Instructions for Push-up test 
1) To Administer the test:  
a. Materials: You will need a mat 
b. Crew members will partner up in twos  
2) Starting position  
a. The first working crew member should start laying face down with feet together 
and hands under shoulders with palms down. 
b. Starting position is when the crew member pushes up to fully extended elbows  
3) Downward movement technique 
a. Keeping your upper body in a straight line with your head up pivote from your 
feet and bend your elbows to a 90 degree angle. 
4) Upward movement technique 
a. At the bottom with bent elbows push back up to fully extended arms. 
b. Perform as many repetitions as possible without stopping for more then 3 
seconds.  
c. Once the working crew member has stopped for more then 3 seconds, is visibly 
straining to continue exercising or compromising form the test will end.  
d. The number of push-ups completed should be recorded on the attached data sheet.  
5) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
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Instructions for Pull-up test 
1) To Administer the test:  
a. Materials: You will need a pull up bar 
b. Crew members will partner up in twos  
2) Starting position  
a. The first working crew member should grab bar with an overhand grip 
b. Starting position is when the crew member is holding on to the pull up bar with an 
over hand grip, elbows fully extended, and feet off the floor. 
3) Upward movement technique  
a. At this point the counting crew member will tell the crew member to begin 
exercising. 
b. Working crew member will pull his/her chin past the bar and back down to full 
extension. 
4) Downward movement technique 
a. Once the chin has passed the bar, slowly lower the body down without allowing 
the feet to touch the ground 
b. Arms should come to full extension at the bottom. 
c. Perform as many repetitions as possible without stopping for more then 3 
seconds.  
d. Once the working crew member has stopped for more then 3 seconds, is visibly 
straining to continue exercising, or compromising form the test will end.  
e. The number of pull-ups completed should be recorded on the attached data sheet.  
5) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
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Instructions for Sit-ups test 
1) To Administer the test:  
a. Materials: You will need a mat 
b. Crew members will partner up in twos  
2) Starting position  
a. The first working crew member should start laying face up with feet flat on the 
ground and knees at a 90degree angle. 
b. Working  crew member should grasp opposite elbow for starting position  
3) Upward movement 
a. At this point the counting crew member will tell the crew member to begin 
exercising. 
b. The working crew member will lift shoulders and upper back off the ground so 
that his/her elbows touch the top of the knees.  
4) Downward movement 
a. Return to the starting position where your shoulders and upper back come to a 
complete rest on the ground. This is considered one repetition. 
b. Perform as many repetitions as possible without stopping for more then 3 
seconds.  
c. Once the working crew member has stopped for more then 3 seconds, is visibly 
straining to continue exercising or compromising form, the test will end.  
d. The number of sit-ups completed should be recorded on the attached data sheet.  
5) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
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Instructions for Modified Step Test with 45 pound pack. 
1) You will need the following items: 
a. 14” tall benches or steps.  A good substitute are large log blocks cut to 14 inches 
(or if longer dig them into the ground a little.  Aerobics step benches also work 
well.  The key is to have steady benches. 
b. Stop Watch 
c. 45 lb packs or weight wests (same as used for the current pack test) 
2) Procedure: 
a. The test administrator should be the head timer and will time the 5 minutes and 
tell the crewmembers how much time is remaining each minute. (IE:  4 minutes 
left, 3 minutes left…) 
b. Crew members should pair up into teams of 2 with one stepping and one 
counting. 
c. Before testing is it good to be well warmed such as jogging or hiking etc. 
d. During the test the crew member being tested wears a 45 lb pack or weight vest 
and will continuously step up onto the bench first with one leg, then the other, 
then step back down to the ground or floor one foot at a time.  During each step 
up onto the bench, the crew member must step up to a straight leg with both legs 
before stepping back down.  This is to be done as fast as possible for five minutes. 
During the 5 minutes the crew member being tested may alternate the lead foot (ie 
use either the right or left foot as the first to step up). 
e. The crew member who is counting will count complete cycles accomplished over 
the 5 minute duration of the test.  A cycle is complete when a crew member has 
stepped both feet up onto the bench and then both feet back down.  This required 
a little practice and concentration. 
f. The test administrator after telling crew members each minute how much time 
remains should also remind them to change their leading foot (IE: 3 minutes 
remaining – remember to occasionally change your lead foot.) 
g. At the end of five minutes the test is stopped and the number of full cycles 
completed by each crew member is recorded on the data sheet (next page). 
h. The teams of two then switch and the 2nd crewmember of each team completes the 
step test while the other counts. 
 
3) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
4) Notes:  
a. The administrator needs to remind crew members to step up to a straight leg each 
time they step up. 
b. The administrator needs to remind participants to complete as many step cycles as 
possible in during the 5 minutes. 
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c. The data are then used to estimate utilization of oxygen and work capacity. 
d. Have the crew member who is stepping attempt to keep track of their cycles. 
Modified Step Test with 45 lb pack Data Sheet 
Date of Test:__________________________________ 
Crew Name:___________________________________ 
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4 mile run  
1) Locate a trail with a non-rough (good) bed that meets the following criteria. 
a. At least 2 miles long . 
b. The trail should not have any elevation gain and no downhills. Minor variations in 
the grade with short level areas are fine. 
c. Using a GPS or bike computer determine the length of the trail to two miles and 
place a turnaround marker (cone, pile of rocks, sign ect) at the end. 
 
2) To administer the test: 
a. Crew members should be started individually, preferably at 1 minute intervals 
with start time recorded on the data sheet. 
b. Crew members run to the turn around and back to the start/finish line as fast as 
possible.  
c. Finish times are recorded and elapsed times are calculated and recorded on the 
data sheet. 
3) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
4) Notes:  
a. For timing it is best to start two stop watches at the same time and use one for a 
start watch and one for a finish watch.  You can also synchronize two wrist 
watches and then use time of day for start and finish. 
i. Have each crew member also self time themselves and double check your 
timing with their times. 
b. Please encourage your crew members to complete the test in the shortest time 
possible.  
 
A data sheet for use in the test is on the next page 
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Date of Test:__________________________________ 
Crew Name:___________________________________ 
Trail length in feet measured with a GPS or measuring wheel:___________feet 
Crew member 
ID (Use ID 
assigned 
for all tests and 
Questionnaire). 
Start Time Finish Time Elapsed Time 
(Minutes:Seconds) 
Crew member 
self-timed time 
(Minutes:Seconds) 
1)      
2)      
3)      
4)      
5)      
6)      
7)      
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Instructions for Modified Pack Test with Elevation Gain. 
1) Locate a trail with a non-rough (good) bed that meets the following criteria. 
e. 2.5 to 3.5 miles long  (3 miles is optimal). 
f. The trail does not have to be a constant grade for the entire distance, but it is best 
if the grade is reasonably constant without any extended steep climbs and no 
downhills.  Minor variations in the grade with short level areas are fine. 
g. A steep paved road or bike path 5-10% grade (optimal is 7.5%) will also work. 
h. Elevation gain meeting the criteria below for the length of your trail. 
 
Table for Range of Elevation Gain for different Distance Trails 
         
 Trail Distance (miles) 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50   
 Trail Distance (feet) 13200 14520 15840 17160 18480   
         
Minimum Elev Gain 
(5%) 660 726 792 858 924 feet 
Maximum Elev Gain 
(10%) 1320 1452 1584 1716 1848 feet 
         
Ideal Course (7.5% 
grade) 990 1089 1188 1287 1386 feet 
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i. Using a GPS determine the length and elevation gain of the trail in feet as 
accurately as possible.  Record both the distance and elevation gain on the data 
sheet. 
 
2) To administer the test: 
a. Each crew member needs to carry a comfortable 45 lb pack or wear a 45 lb weight 
vest. 
b. Crew members should be started individually, preferably at 1 minute intervals 
with start time recorded on the data sheet. 
c. Crew members complete the uphill hike to the finish line as fast as possible either 
hiking, jogging or running. 
d. Finish times are recorded and elapsed times are calculated and recorded on the 
data sheet. 
3) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
4) Notes:  
a. For timing it is best to start two stop watches at the same time and use one for a 
start watch and one for a finish watch.  You can also synchronize two wrist 
watches and then use time of day for start and finish. 
i. Have each crew member also self time themselves and double check your 
timing with their times. 
b. The data (crew member time, trail grade and trail distance) are then used to 
estimate utilization of oxygen. 
c. The reason for increasing the grade is to cause the oxygen utilization to increase 
above that required for the current arduous pack test that appears to underestimate 
the aerobic needs of interagency hot shot crew members. 
d. Please encourage your crew members to complete the test in the shortest time 
possible. 
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Date of Test:__________________________________ 
Crew Name:___________________________________ 
Trail length in feet measured with a GPS or measuring wheel:___________feet 
Trail elevation gain to the nearest 20 feet using GPS: __________________feet 
 
 
 
 
Crew member 
ID (Use ID 
assignedfor all 
tests and 
Questionnaire). 
Start Time Finish Time Elapsed Time 
(Minutes:Seconds) 
Crew member 
self-timed time 
(Minutes:Seconds) 
1)      
2)      
3)      
4)      
5)      
6)      
7)      
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Maximal Exercise Test – 6 mile hike    
       1) Locate a trail with a non-rough (good) bed that meets the following criteria. 
a. At least 3 miles long . 
b. The trail should not have any elevation gain and no downhills. Minor variations in 
the grade with short level areas are fine. 
c. Using a GPS or bike computer determine the length of the trail to three miles and 
place a turnaround marker (cone, pile of rocks, sign ect) at the end. 
 
2) To administer the test: 
e. Crew members should be started individually, preferably at 1 minute intervals 
with start time recorded on the data sheet. 
f. Crew members hike to the turn around and back to the start/finish line as fast as 
possible.  
g. Finish times are recorded and elapsed times are calculated and recorded on the 
data sheet. 
3) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
4) Notes:  
a. For timing it is best to start two stop watches at the same time and use one for a 
start watch and one for a finish watch.  You can also synchronize two wrist 
watches and then use time of day for start and finish. 
i. Have each crew member also self time themselves and double check your 
timing with their times. 
b. Please encourage your crew members to complete the test in the shortest time 
possible.  
A data sheet for use in the test is on the next page 
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Date of Test:__________________________________ 
Crew Name:___________________________________ 
Crew member 
ID (Use ID 
assigned 
for all tests and 
Questionnaire). 
Start Time Finish Time Elapsed Time 
(Minutes:Seconds) 
Crew member 
self-timed time 
(Minutes:Seconds) 
1)      
2)      
3)      
4)      
5)      
6)      
7)      
8)      
9)      
10)      
11)      
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Instructions for Planks 
1) To Administer the test:  
a. Materials: You will need a mat 
b. Crew members will partner up in twos  
2) Starting position  
a. The first working crew member should start on hands and knees with hips at a 90 
degree angle to the torso and arms directly under the shoulder 
b. Place elbows on the ground directly under shoulder with hands in fists in front of 
the face. 
c. Come off knees putting weight on the balls of the feet and the elbows like a 
modified push-up position. 
3) Exercise 
a. One in the start position the supporting crewmember will begin the stopwatch.  
b. Hold the plank position for as long as possible without letting the knees, hips, or 
stomach touch the ground.  
c. If the any other part of the body then the elbows and feet touch the ground the test 
is suspended. 
4) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
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Instructions for up-down plank test 
1) To Administer the test:  
a. Materials: You will need a mat 
b. Crew members will partner up in twos  
2) Starting position  
a. The first working crew member should start laying face down with feet together 
and hands under shoulders with palms down. 
b. Starting position is when the crew member pushes up to fully extended elbows  
3) Downward movement technique 
a. Keeping your upper body in a straight line with your head up, place one elbow on 
the ground followed by the other elbow so that both elbows are on the ground.  
b. Torso, hips, and knees should be suspended from the ground in the downward 
position 
4) Upward movement technique 
a. From the bottom position return to the start position by coming off your elbows 
one at a time on to your hands.  
b. Once you have returned to the starting position you have completed 1 repetition 
and can continue exercising for as long as possible. 
c. Once the working crew member has stopped for more then 3 seconds, is visibly 
straining to continue exercising or compromising form, the test will end.  
d. The number of up-downs completed should be recorded on the attached data 
sheet.  
5) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
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Instructions for Lift and Move Test 
1) To Administer the test:  
a. Materials: Two 45lb cubies, one 1 foot platform and one 3 foot platform.  A tape 
measure will also be needed to measure the 3.5 feet between the two platforms 
b. Crew members will partner up in twos 
2) Starting position  
a. The first working crew member should stand between the two platforms with 
equal distance on both sides 
b. Working crew member should assume a position were feet are shoulder width 
apart, knees are slightly bent and hands are by their sides  
3) Upward Movement Technique 
a. Keeping feet planted on the ground the working crew member will squat down 
and grab one cubie from the 1 foot platform and place it on the 3 foot platform 
b. Returning to the 1 foot platform you will grab the second cubie and place it on the 
3 foot platform 
4) Downward Movement Technique   
a. Once the both cubies are on the elevated platform the working crew member will 
return both cubies to the lower platform one at a time as fast as possible.  
5) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheet 
6) Notes:  
a. Working crew member should keep heels and feet grounded. 
b.  Moving the cubies one direction is considered 1 repetition (i.e moving two cubies 
from the 1 foot platform to the 3 foot platform and back is  considered two 
repetitions.)   
c. The 1 foot platform and the 3 foot platform should be separated by 3.5 feet in a 
straight line. 
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Instructions for Pulaski Pull Test 
1) You will need the following items: 
a. 30 foot rope 
b. 45lbs worth of weights (Cubie or weight plates), 100lb plate 
c. Pulaski handle with a drilled hole in the end 
d. Bungee cord  
e. Yard stick, tape and chair 
f. towels 
2) Set up:  
a. Place an „I‟ bolt in the sealing 
b. Attach a rope to the end of a Pulaski handle and run the other end through the „I‟ 
bolt so that it drops to the floor.  
c. Run the rope through the 45lb weighs leaving a loop at the end to secure the 
bungee cord 
d. Secure the bungee to the loop at the end of the rope and anchor it to the 100lb 
plate that is directly below suspended weights.  
e. Place the chair close to the 100lb plate with the yard stick taped to it so that the 
zero end is directly touching the ground.  
f. Tape the yard stick to the chair to secure it and mark two feet from the ground. 
3) Procedure: 
a. Working crew member will pick up the Pulaski handle like her or she would when 
working in the field 
b. With feet grounded and your knees bent displace the Pulaski handle two feet as if 
you were working on the fire line 
c. The non-working crew member will count out loud how many times the weight 
clears the two foot mark so that the working crew member will realize how many 
successful movements her/she has complete. 
d. Continue to displace the Pulaski handle as many times as possible in three 
minutes. 
4) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
5) Notes:  
a. The administrator needs to remind crew members to perform fire fighting like 
movements used on the job. 
b. Keep feet grounded while performing movement 
c. To reduce noise created by the suspended weights hitting the anchored weight 
place towels on top of the 100lb plate. 
d. Cut excess rope.  
e. Allow 20 minutes for set up of test 
A data sheet for use in the test is on the next page 
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Date of Test:__________________________________ 
Crew Name:___________________________________ 
Pulaski pull Data Sheet 
Crew member ID 
(Use same ID 
assigned for all 
tests and 
Questionnaire). 
Number of 2‟‟ 
displacements  
1)   
2)   
3)   
4)   
5)   
6)   
7)   
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Instructions for Cubie carry test 
1) You will need the following items: 
a. Pick up bed 
b. 3 Cubies 
c. Tape measure 
d. Spray paint 
2) Set up:  
a. Place three Cubies on the ground, mark with line. 
b. Measure out 10 meters 
c. Park the truck with the tailgate down at the 10 meter mark 
3) Procedure: 
a. Working crew member will pick up one Cubie and move it 10 meters to the 
tailgate of the parked truck 
b. Returning to the other two Cubies the working crew member will pick up the 
second Cubie delivering it to the tailgate of the truck.  
c. Returning for the final Cubie the working crew member will place the third Cubie 
down and grab a different Cubie and bring it back to its starting position 
d. The crew member will continue on with this pattern for ten minutes. 
e. Every time a Cubie is carried successfully from one location to the other that is 
one point 
f. The non-working crew member should keep track of points obtained and give the 
working crew member time notices.  
4) Please return the data sheet along with the other information that we need to have 
returned including the signature sheets from the consent forms and other data sheets. 
5) Notes:  
a. Time notices should be given at 7 minutes, 5minutes, 3minutes and 1 minute 
remaining.  
b. Cubies must be placed on the tailgate and not thrown onto the tailgate 
c. A line should be drawn on the ground with spray paint to indicate the start line 
A data sheet for use in the test is on the next page 
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Date of Test:__________________________________ 
Crew Name:___________________________________ 
Crew member ID 
(Use same ID 
assigned for all 
tests and 
Questionnaire). 
Cubie Carry 
Points  
1)   
2)   
3)   
4)   
5)   
6)   
7)   
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APPENDIX F 
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Figure 1 Correlation matrix of descriptives and the four physical fitness tests.  
 Push ups Cubie Carry 
4 mile 
Run/total 
seconds 
6 Mile 
Hike 
65lbs/total 
seconds 
Age -0.42 -0.476** 0.005 -0.303 
Weight -0.062 -.125 -.441* -0.012 
Height .084 -.234 -0.103 -0.195 
 
Figure 2 Reduced correlation matrix and relationships between descriptives and the four physical 
fitness tests.  
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Multivariate Regression Analysis: Physical activity model 
 
Figure 3 Descriptive for multiple regression: Overall ability variable 
 
Figure 4 Model summary of the four physical fitness test variables and Overall ability 
 
Figure 5 Overall ability and the four physical fitness predictor variables. 
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Reduced model Overall ability model 
 
Figure 6 Model summary of the three physical fitness test variables and Overall ability 
 
Figure 7 Overall ability and the three physical fitness predictor variables. 
 
Figure 8 Model summary of the two physical fitness test variables and Overall ability 
 
Figure 9 Overall ability and the two final physical fitness predictor variables. 
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Figure 10,11 Demonstrate the multiple regression distribution and trend 
Figure 12,13 Demonstrate the multiple regression distribution  
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Figure 14 Descriptive for multiple regression: Overall ability SUM variable 
 
Figure 15 Model summary of the four physical fitness test variables and Sum Overall ability  
 
Figure 16 Combined Overall ability SUM and the four physical fitness predictor variables. 
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Trimmed model Overall ability Sum model 
 
Figure 17 Model summary of the Three physical fitness test variables and Sum Overall ability 
 
Figure 18 Combined Overall ability Sum and the Three physical fitness predictor variables. 
 
Figure 19 Model summary of the Two physical fitness test variables and Sum Overall ability 
 
Figure 20 Combined Overall ability Sum and the two final physical fitness predictor variables. 
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Figure 21 22, 23 Demonstrate the multiple regression distrubution and trend 
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Figure 24 Descriptive for multiple regression: Upperbody variable 
 
 
Figure 25 Model summary of the four physical fitness test variables and Upper-body Variable  
 
Figure 26 Upper-body variable and the four physical fitness predictor variables. 
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Trimmed model Upper-Body Variable  
 
Figure 27 Model summary of the Three physical fitness test variables and Upper-body Variable 
 
Figure 28 Upper-body variable and the Three physical fitness predictor variables. 
 
Figure 29 Model summary of the Two final physical fitness test variables and Upper-body 
Variable 
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Figure 30 Upper-body variable and the Two final physical fitness predictor variables. 
 
Figure 31 Model summary of the Two physical fitness test (that make the most sense 
physiologically) variables and Upper-body Variable 
 
Figure 32 Upper-body variable and Two physical fitness predictor variables. 
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Figure 33-35 Demonstrate the multiple regression distrubution and trend 
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Figure 36 Descriptive for multiple regression: Lower-body variable 
 
Figure 37 Model summary of the four physical fitness test variables and Lower-body Variable  
 
Figure 38 Lower-body variable and the four physical fitness predictor variables. 
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Trimmed model Lower body  
 
Figure 39 Model summary of the Three physical fitness test variables and Lower-body Variable  
 
Figure 40 Lower-body variable and the Three physical fitness predictor variables. 
 
Figure 41 Model summary of the Two final physical fitness test variables and Lower-body 
Variable 
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Figure 42 Lower-body variable and the Two final physical fitness predictor variables. 
 
Figure 43-45 Demonstrates the distribution and trends of the multiple regression 
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Multivariate Regression Analysis: Questionnaire Usefulness 
 
 
Figure 46 Model summary of the eleven predictor variables and the physical fitness test push-
ups 
 
 
Figure 47 ANOVA table for the eleven predictor variables and the physical fitness test push-ups   
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Figure 48 Coefficients table and the eleven items standardize for the model.  
Multivariate Regression Analysis 
 
 
 
Figure 49 Model summary of the eleven predictor variables and the physical fitness test cubie 
carry 
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Figure 50 ANOVA table for the eleven predictor variables and the physical fitness test cubie 
carry 
 
Figure 51 Coefficients table and the eleven items standardize for the model. 
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Multivariate Regression Analysis 
 
Figure 52 Model summary of the eleven predictor variables and the physical fitness test 4 mile 
run 
 
 
Figure 53 ANOVA table for the eleven predictor variables and the physical fitness test 4 mile 
run 
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Figure 54 Coefficients table and the eleven items standardize for the model.  
Multivariate Regression Analysis 
 
Figure 55 Model summary of the eleven predictor variables and the physical fitness test 6 mile 
hike 
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Figure 56 ANOVA table for the eleven predictor variables and the physical fitness test 6 mile 
hike 
 
Figure 57 Coefficients table and the eleven items standardize for the model. 
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Potential Hotshot firefighter predictive model  
 
Figure 58 Demonstrates the model summary  
 
Figure 59 ANOVA table for the 4mile run, 6 mile hike with 65lbs, age and weight and the 
dependent variable overall ability sum 
 
Figure 60 Overall ability sum and the four predictor variables age, weight, 4 mile run and 6 mile 
hike with 65lbs.  
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Metabolic Equations Used to estimate Oxygen Consumption 
 
Running Relative Oxygen Consumption 
VO2 (ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
) = (0.2·S) + (.9 · S · G) + 3.5 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
 
Walking relative Oxygen Consumption  
VO2 (ml·kg
-1
·min
-1
) = (0.1 · S) + (1.8 · S · G) + 3.5 ml·kg
-1
·min
-1 
 
Adjusted Relative Oxygen Consumption  
1. % increase in load Carry = (W- L)/ W 
2. Adjust Relative VO2 (ml·kg-1·min-1)  = VO2 (ml·kg-1·min-1) x ( 1 + % Increase in load 
carry)  
 
 
 
 
S is speed in m.min-1  
W is body mass in (kg)  
G is the percent grade expressed as a fraction  
L is weight of pack in (kg)  
% increase in load expressed as a fraction 
